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Abstract
Optical microscopy is limited by diffraction to a resolution of approximately
half the wavelength of the light used. Recent fluorescence microscopy meth-
ods increase the optical resolution by localizing single molecules with a pre-
cision exceeding the diffraction limit. Sequential imaging of all fluorescent
proteins in such an approach allows the reconstruction of a super-resolution
image. The gain in resolution can be used to investigate the organization of
proteins within cells on a sub-micrometer scale.
In this thesis, we combined localization microscopy with polarization mea-
surements and total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy to
investigate the spatial organization of plasma membrane proteins. The de-
veloped microscope was used in ensemble measurements to probe protein
organization at a nanometer scale via Fo¨rster Resonance Energy Transfer
(FRET) and to investigate molecular orientations on a single molecule level.
TIRF microscopy was combined with fluorescence anisotropy measure-
ments to investigate the spatial organization of the small GTPase Ras and
its active mutants. In ensemble measurements the presence of FRET leads
to depolarization of the emitted fluorescence signal, and probing distances on
the nanometer scale is possible. It was shown that anisotropy measurements
with conventional wide field excitation as well as with TIRF excitation are
hampered by high noise levels making it difficult to draw clear conclusions.
Anisotropy measurements were also carried out on a single molecule
level. On a single molecule level polarization becomes a measure of the
two-dimensional orientation of molecules. Stepwise bleaching experiments
showed that polarization measurements allow the detection of homo-FRET
on a single molecule level.
Photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) was combined with ori-
entation measurements. The effect of photoselection by the excitation light
on a common PALM sample was investigated by rotating the polarization of
the excitation light and measuring the distribution of molecular orientations.
It was shown that the polarization of the excitation light can bias single mo-
lecule measurements. For a non-random distribution of the fluorophores this
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bias can result in misleading conclusions.
vZusammenfassung
Lichtmikroskopie wird durch die Beugung von Licht auf eine Auflo¨sung von
etwa der halben Wellenla¨nge des Lichtes begrenzt. Neuere Methoden der
Fluoreszenzmikroskopie umgehen diese Beugungsgrenze, indem die Position
einzelner fluoreszierender Moleku¨le mit einer Genauigkeit bestimmt wird,
die weit u¨ber der Auflo¨sungsgrenze konventioneller Lichtmikroskopie liegt.
Um diese Auflo¨sung zu erreichen, wird eine Bildfolge von fluoreszierenden
Moleku¨len aufgenommen, die zu einem hochauflo¨senden Mikroskopiebild re-
konstruiert wird. Die erho¨hte Auflo¨sung kann dann benutzt werden um die
ra¨umliche Verteilung von Proteinen in Zellen auf einer Submikrometerskala
zu untersuchen.
Um die ra¨umliche Organisation von Plasmamembranproteinen zu unter-
suchen, wurden in der vorliegenden Arbeit Lokalisationsmikroskopie mit Po-
larisationsmessungen und interner Totalreflexionsmikroskopie (englisch: to-
tal internal reflection fluorescence microscopy, TIRF microscopy) kombiniert.
Das entwickelte Mikroskop wurde sowohl in Ensemble-Messungen eingesetzt
um die Proteinorganisation mittels Fo¨rster Resonanz Energietransfer (FRET)
auf der Nanometerebene zu untersuchen, als auch in Einzelmoleku¨lmessungen
um molekulare Orientierungen zu betrachten.
TIRF Mikroskopie wurde mit Fluoreszenzanisotropiemessungen kombi-
niert um die ra¨umliche Verteilung der kleinen GTPase Ras und ihren ak-
tiven Mutanten zu untersuchen. In Ensemble-Messungen fu¨hrt FRET zu
einer Depolarisation des emittierten Fluoreszenzsignals, so dass Distanzen
auf der Nanometerskala untersucht werden ko¨nnen. Es konnte gezeigt wer-
den, dass Anisotropiemessungen sowohl in konventioneller Weitfeldanregung
als auch in TIRF-Anregung durch den hohen Hintergrund beeintra¨chtigt und
dadurch Ru¨ckschlu¨sse auf die Proteinorganisation erschwert werden.
Anisotropiemessungen wurden auch auf Einzelmoleku¨lebene durchgefu¨hrt.
Auf Einzelmoleku¨lebene entspricht die Messung der Polarisation einer Mes-
sung der zweidimensionalen Orientierung der Moleku¨le. Stufenweises Ble-
ichen von Moleku¨len zeigte, dass Polarisationsmessungen die Detektion von
homo-FRET in Einzelmoleku¨lmessungen erlauben.
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Photoaktivierte Lokalisationsmikroskopie (PALM) wurde mit Polarisa-
tionsessungen kombiniert. Der Einfluss der Photoselektion wurde fu¨r eine
typische Probe untersucht, indem die Polarisation des Anregungslichtes ge-
dreht wurde und die Verteilung der Orientierungen der Moleku¨le bestimmt
wurde. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Polarisation des Anregungslichtes
einen Einfluss auf Einzelmoleku¨lmessungen hat. Fu¨r eine nichtzufa¨llige Ver-
teilung der Fluorophore kann dieser Einfluss zu falschen Ru¨ckschlu¨ssen fu¨hren.
Hofstadter’s Law:
It always takes longer than you
expect, even when you take into
account Hofstadter’s Law
Douglas R. Hofstadter
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1Introduction
Multicellular systems form complex structures of highly differentiated cells.
The cells drive a highly complex system of dynamic processes and communi-
cate with their neighboring cells, even without direct contact. In both cases
the information generated within the cells has to pass the cell membrane.
The information can be an electrical or a metabolic signal, where the latter
requires receptor molecules in the cell membrane. At the same time a single
cell itself is a highly complex system. Driven by a dynamic network of in-
teracting proteins it forms temporal and spatial patterns that are important
for cell signaling.
The function of these receptors and proteins can be investigated by ap-
plying biochemical or physiological methods. However, to investigate their
spatial organization, imaging techniques such as microscopy have to be ap-
plied. Microscopy enables the user to observe structures and processes in
cells on a sub-micrometer scale. A commonly used technique in the bio-
logical sciences is fluorescence microscopy. In fluorescence microscopy, the
molecules of interest are tagged with fluorescent markers. These markers
emit light upon excitation and can be detected within the cell. However,
any optical microscope is fundamentally limited by the diffraction of light to
a resolution of roughly 200 nm laterally and 600 nm axially. Nevertheless,
the specific tagging of proteins allows the detection and imaging on a single
molecule level, making it possible to record the movement of single molecules
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in living cells. A wide variety of available microscopy techniques allows for
addressing specific biological problems, but at the same time makes it nec-
essary to thoroughly think about the imaging methods and techniques used
to determine the measurement parameters of interest.
Investigation of the nanoscale organization of plasma membrane proteins
requires a microscope capable of probing distances well below the diffraction
limit of light. This can be achieved using two different techniques: FRET
microscopy, which uses the dipole-dipole coupling of two molecules in reso-
nance to measure distances in the range of 5 to 10 nm, and single molecule
localization microscopy, which accesses spatial scales of around 20 nm. These
microscope techniques, being complementary on the length scale, are both
fluorescence microscopy methods, thus allowing the specific tagging of the
proteins of interest and the imaging of living cells. At the same time these
two techniques are fundamentally different: whereas FRET measures the in-
teraction of two molecules being close together, single molecule localization
techniques image single molecules and determine their positions with a high
accuracy. Single molecule methods require a sparsely fluorescent sample with
only one molecule fluorescing in a diffraction limited region, whereas FRET
measurements require at least two molecules being not further apart than
10 nm and are usually done in an ensemble measurement - multiple mole-
cules are imaged at the same time residing in the same diffraction limited
volume.
To investigate homo-dimerization and homo-oligomerization of proteins
FRET can be used by measuring the fluorescence anisotropy of the sample.
Fluorescence anisotropy is a measure of the depolarization of the emitted
fluorescence. As the energy transfer between two molecules leads to a depo-
larization of the fluorescence signal, FRET leads to a depolarization of the
emitted fluorescence and thus can be measured by fluorescence anisotropy.
These microscopy methods do not increase the axial resolution in fluo-
rescence microscopy. The axial resolution can be increased by using total
internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. In total internal reflection flu-
orescence microscopy the evanescent field of a totally reflected light beam
is used to excite fluorescence. This is of special interest when investigating
3plasma membrane proteins. These proteins reside in the plasma membrane
of cells, a thin lipid bilayer of roughly 5 nanometers in thickness and are
crucial for the signal transduction in cells.
This thesis aims to develop a microscopy method suitable for investigat-
ing the nanoscale organization of plasma membrane proteins, by combining
total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy with fluorescence anisotropy
microscopy in ensemble as well as single molecule measurements.
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2Theoretical background
This chapter provides the theoretical foundations for the experimental work
presented in this thesis. The photophysics and photochemistry of fluores-
cence as well as microscopy, both being fundamental to this work, will be
discussed briefly. A more in-depth review of the process of total internal re-
flection and evanescent waves as well as their application to microscopy will
be given. The polarization properties of fluorescence light and the possibility
to deduce molecular orientations from polarization microscopy data will be
presented.
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2.1 Photophysics of fluorescent probes
The theory and experiments presented in this thesis are based on fluores-
cence microscopy techniques. Since the first observations by Sir John Fred-
erick William Herschel in 1845 [59], fluorescence techniques have evolved to
a dominant imaging methodology in the biological sciences. Fluorescence is
a form of luminescence, which is the emission of light by an atom or molecule
in an excited state. The interaction of light with matter on a molecular level
can be described by taking into account the electronic states of a molecule.
2.1.1 Fluorescence
Light emission by an atom or a molecule upon relaxation to an energetically
lower state is called luminescence. This process is further divided into phos-
phorescence and fluorescence, which differ in the spin states of the excited
electrons. According to the Pauli exclusion rule, the total wave function of
two fermions has to be antisymmetric, meaning that two electrons in the
same orbital must have different spins. The relaxation from an excited state
in which the electron has the same spin as the ground-state electron (triplet
state) is therefore spin-forbidden. This process takes place on relatively long
time scales ranging from milliseconds up to a few hours and is called phos-
phorescence. Fluorescence on the other hand is a spin-allowed process, where
the electron in the excited state has the opposite spin of the ground state
electron. The relaxation takes place on a time scale in the order of nanosec-
onds.
In an atom or a molecule, the electronic transition usually takes place
between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest un-
occupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Molecules, due to the fact that they
are multi-atomic, have vibrational degrees of freedom which result in various
vibrational states (see Figure 2.1). At ambient temperatures the separation
energy between these vibrational states is large compared to the energy of the
molecule and fluorescent molecules usually reside in their ground state. The
molecule is excited by absorption of a photon, and an electron is promoted
from the ground state to an excited state. This state can be any vibrational
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of fluorescence in a Jablonski diagram.
Electrons residing in the singlet ground state S0 can be excited to the excited
singlet states S1 and S2. Intersystem crossing can lead to a triplet state.
Excitation is represented by blue arrows, green arrows show radiative decay,
dashed red arrows represent non-radiative decay.
state of the LUMO or the ground state of the LUMO. The strength of the
transition between the HOMO and LUMO depends on the absorption dipole
moment of the molecule [91]. A fast deactivation cascade then leads to a
relaxation of the electron to the vibrational ground state of the LUMO, from
where it relaxes by emitting a photon to the ground state or a higher vibra-
tional state of the HOMO. This radiative relaxation is called fluorescence.
The fluorescence lifetime, defined as the average time a molecule stays in its
excited state, usually lies within a range of 1 to 10 ns.
It is important to note that the spin of an electron in an excited state
can flip, due to spin-orbit coupling in molecules, which can result in a torque
acting on the spin of the electron. The spin flip leads to a change of the spin
of the molecule to S = 1. In an external magnetic field this spin has three
possible orientations, hence the term triplet state. The process of spin flipping
is called intersystem crossing and is a relatively rare event in commonly
used fluorophores. However, the lifetime of a triplet state is extremely long
compared to singlet state lifetimes as the transition to the ground state is
spin forbidden. Experimentally, the triplet state can be observed on a single
molecule level: A fluorescent molecule which is excited continuously over a
short timespan will show fluctuations in its emitted intensity. In particular,
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there will be dark periods of up to a few milliseconds where the molecule will
not emit any light, a phenomenon called blinking [38, 24].
The ability of a molecule to fluoresce will vanish after a certain timespan
by photobleaching. This process occurs most often due to chemical reactions
with singlet oxygen. A fluorescent molecule in its triplet state can create sin-
glet oxygen by triplet-triplet annihilation, which then interrupts the aromatic
system of the fluorescent molecule.
2.1.2 Fluorescence anisotropy
A single fluorescent molecule can be regarded, in good approximation, as an
oscillating dipole with an oriented absorption and emission transition dipole
moment. Light is preferentially absorbed by a molecule if its absorption tran-
sition dipole moment is oriented along the electric field vector of the incident
light, a process called photoselection [4]. For polarized excitation light the
probability of exciting a molecule is maximal if its transition dipole moment
is parallel to the excitation light polarization and vanishes for absorption
transition dipole moments oriented perpendicular to the incident light polari-
zation. Thus, in an ensemble measurement with randomly oriented molecules
only a subset of molecules will be excited and each molecule will contribute
to the total emitted intensity according to its absorption probability, which
depends on its orientation relative to the electric field of the incident light.
At the same time, the emission of a single molecule is polarized along its
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the electric field of a radiating dipole.
The dipole is oriented along the z-axis. The electric field is symmetric around
the z-axis, but vanishes along the z-axis.
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emission transition dipole moment. The intensity of the light emitted by the
molecule decomposed in the polarization directions shows a cosine squared
dependency on the angle between the emission transition dipole moment and
the emitted electric field. The light is mostly polarized along the emission
transition dipole moment and does not have any polarization components
perpendicular to the transition dipole moment (Figure 2.2).
An ensemble of randomly oriented excited molecules will emit unpolarized
light. However, if an ensemble of molecules is excited by polarized light, only
a subset of these molecules will be excited due to photoselection. The light
emitted by these fluorophores will be polarized, as the underlying distribution
of excited molecules is non-random (Figure 2.3). The extent of polarization
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of photoselection using polarized ex-
citation light. Randomly oriented fluorescent molecules are excited by (a)
unpolarized light and (b) vertically polarized light. Absorption transition
dipole moments of molecules are shown by arrows. The intensity of the green
color represents the emitted intensity of the fluorescence of the molecules. For
unpolarized excitation light the excitation probability is equal for all mole-
cules. For vertically polarized light the excitation probability is maximal for
molecules with transition dipole moments oriented parallel to the excitation
polarization.
of the light emitted by such an ensemble of molecules is described by the
fluorescence anisotropy [74]:
r2 =
(I1 − I2)2 + (I2 − I3)2 + (I3 − I1)2
2I2
, (2.1)
with I1, I2 and I3 being relative intensities of the light components and
I = I1 + I2 + I3. The three electric field components are directed along
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the three axes of the Cartesian system which is chosen such that I1 − I3 is
maximal. Due to the axial symmetry this reduces with I2 = I3 to
r2 =
(
I1 − I2
I
)2
. (2.2)
with I = I1 + 2I2.
Intensities I1 and I2 can experimentally be determined by placing a polar-
izer in front of the detector, and measuring the parallel (I||) and perpendicular
(I⊥) components of the fluorescence emission (for a detailed description of
such an experimental setup the reader is referred to section 2.2.4).
Sources of depolarization of the fluorescence signal
Fluorescence anisotropy is influenced by a number of processes that can lead
to a depolarization of the light emitted by fluorophores. These processes
can be intrinsic i.e. processes relying on the photophysical properties of the
observed molecules or extrinsic, depending on the local environment (e.g. the
rotational diffusion of the molecules or Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (see
Figure 2.5)). In anisotropy imaging optical components of the microscope
can also lead to a depolarization of the fluorescence signal.
Intrinsic sources of depolarization
Intrinsic sources of depolarization that depend on photophysical processes
like photoselection can be best understood by considering the fluorescence of
a single molecule. Assuming, the excitation light is polarized along the x3-
axis and the dipole axis of the fluorescent molecule forms an angle Ψ with the
x3-axis and an angle Φ with the x2-axis (see Figure 2.4), then the intensities
I1 and I3 measured along the x1 and x3-axis are given by:
I1 = sin
2 Ψ sin2 Φ, (2.3)
I3 = cos
2 Ψ. (2.4)
However, in ensemble measurements multiple fluorophores contribute to
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of an anisotropy measurement of a sin-
gle molecule. The excitation polarization is parallel to the x3-axis. Intensities
are measured along the x1- and x3-axis by placing a polarizer before the detec-
tor oriented parallel and perpendicular with respect to the excitation beam.
Note that I2 = I3.
the measured signal and the anisotropy will depend on the average orientation
of the molecules. Therefore the average over the angles Ψ and Φ has to be
calculated for randomly distributed fluorophores. This leads to:
r =
3 〈cos2 Ψ〉 − 1
2
. (2.5)
Therefore the anisotropy is limited only by the value of 〈cos2 Ψ〉 originating
from the photoselection [74]:
〈
cos2 Ψ
〉
=
∫ pi
2
0
cos2 Ψf (Ψ) dΨ∫ pi
2
0
f (Ψ) dΨ
, (2.6)
where f (Ψ) = cos2 Ψ sin2 ΨdΨ is the photon absorption probability for a
random distribution of molecules. This leads to a fundamental emission
anisotropy for an ensemble of randomly distributed molecules of r0 = 0.4.
Extrinsic sources of depolarization
So far we have discussed intrinsic sources of depolarization. These sources
limit the fluorescence anisotropy fundamentally. Extrinsic factors can also
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change the fluorescence signal, modifying the diffusion time, the fluorescence
lifetime or the fluorescence polarization, thereby yielding information about
the local environment of the fluorophore of interest.
One of the most important extrinsic sources of depolarization is the ro-
tational diffusion of fluorophores. Molecules in a solution undergo Brownian
motion, leading to translation and rotation of single fluorescent molecules. If
Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of depolarization by rotational diffusion
and FRET. (a) Rotational diffusion leads to a depolarization of fluorescence
light, if the fluorescent molecules are rotating within the time span of the
fluorescence lifetime. (b) FRET between molecules leads to a depolarization
of the emitted fluorescence.
a molecule rotates within the timespan of the fluorescence lifetime, the emis-
sion dipole moment can rotate significantly between absorbing and emitting
a photon. A molecule with a transition dipole moment initially aligned with
the polarization of the excitation beam is then no longer aligned with the
excitation light when emitting light. In a measurement of an ensemble of
molecules, this leads to a depolarization of the emitted light. The rotational
correlation time τΘ of a molecule in a solution is defined as the time when the
anisotropy has decayed to 1/e of its initial value [77]. The effect of rotational
diffusion on the measured anisotropy is described by the Perrin equation [79]:
r0
r
= 1 + 6Drotτ = 1 +
τ
τΘ
, (2.7)
where r0 is the fundamental emission anisotropy, Drot the rotational diffusion
coefficient and τ the fluorescence lifetime. In cases where the fluorescence
lifetime is much shorter than the time scale on which rotational diffusion
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takes place (τ << τΘ) the fluorescence anisotropy is not altered by the
rotational diffusion and the measured anisotropy is equal to the fundamental
fluorescence anisotropy.
Another source of extrinsic depolarization of the fluorescence signal is
Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer. In Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer en-
ergy is transferred from an excited donor fluorophore to an acceptor chro-
mophore. If the acceptor chromophore is also a fluorophore the measured
fluorescence will be depolarized if the emission dipoles of the donor and ac-
ceptor fluorophore are not parallel. Fluorescence energy transfer is discussed
in more detail in section 2.1.3.
Optical sources of depolarization
In an objective type TIRF-setup high NA objectives are used to tilt the
excitation beam such that the excitation light can undergo total internal
reflection (see section 2.2.3). However, high NA lenses alter the polarization
and thereby lead to an artificial decrease of the fluorescence anisotropy by
mixing of the polarization components [96]. The emission fluorescence as
well as the excitation beam are subject to this mixing [10]. The purity of
the polarization state of each partial ray decreases with its distance from the
optical axis, making rim beams less suitable for polarization measurements.
However, these beams include information of molecule orientations along
the optical axis and can be used to determine three-dimensional molecule
orientations [61, 62]. High numerical aperture objectives lead to fluorescence
anisotropy values that can be significantly lower than the actual value (see
section 2.2.4).
2.1.3 Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer
Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is the non-radiative transfer of
energy from a donor fluorophore to an acceptor molecule, another chro-
mophore. Theodor Fo¨rster first proposed a comprehensive theory describing
FRET [43, 44]. FRET is a dipole-dipole interaction, in which the donor and
acceptor molecule have to be in resonance with each other, meaning that
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the emission and absorption spectra of the donor molecule and the accep-
tor molecule have to overlap (Figure 2.6(a)). As a dipole-dipole interaction
FRET varies inversely with the sixth power of the distance between donor
and acceptor molecule. The rate kT of energy transfer is given by:
kT =
1
τD
(
R0
r
)6
. (2.8)
τD is the fluorescence lifetime of the donor, R0 is the Fo¨rster radius at which
the transfer efficiency drops to 50% and r is the distance between donor and
acceptor molecule. The distance dependency is also evident in the energy
transfer efficiency E:
E =
kT (r)
kT (r) + kD (r)
=
R60
R60 + r
6
, (2.9)
which is defined as the transferred energy divided by the total energy ab-
sorbed by the donor. Figure 2.6(b) shows the transfer efficiency in de-
pendence of the normalized distance. For commonly used fluorophores the
Fo¨rster radius lies within 5 nm to 10 nm, well below the resolution limit of
a light microscope.
FRET can be best understood by considering a single donor-acceptor
pair. The donor and acceptor molecule are separated by the distance r, the
donor quantum yield is given by QD and the extinction coefficient of the
acceptor is  (λ). Then the energy transfer rate can be written as [77]:
kT (r) =
QDκ
2
τDr6
(
9000 (ln10)
128pi5Nn4
)∫ ∞
0
FD (λ) A (λ)λ
4dλ, (2.10)
where n is index of refraction of the medium and N is Avogadro’s number.
FD (λ) is the fluorescence intensity of the donor in a range λ to ∆λ. The
area under FD (λ) is normalized to unity. κ describes the relative orientation
of the transition dipoles of the donor and acceptor molecule. The integral
in equation (2.10) is called the overlap integral J (λ). The overlap integral
depends only on the total intensity of the transition dipole moments and
does not include the orientation factor κ2, which is present in the transfer
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: (a) Principle of Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer. The donor
fluorophore in the excited state may relax to its ground state by emission of a
photon. If an acceptor molecule is in close proximity the energy of the donor
can be transferred to the acceptor molecule by a dipole-dipole interaction.
For this to happen the donor and acceptor molecule have to be in resonance
meaning the emission spectrum of the donor must overlap with the excitation
spectrum of the acceptor molecule. (b) Energy transfer efficiency E as a
function of rR0 . At the Fo¨rster radius R0 the efficiency drops to 50%
rate. κ2 is given by:
κ2 = (sin ΘD sin ΘA cos Φ− 2 cos ΘD cos ΘA)2 . (2.11)
The angle ΘD is the angle of the emission transition dipole of the donor mo-
lecule and ΘA is the angle of the absorption transition dipole of the acceptor
molecule with the vector joining these two molecules. Φ is the angle between
the planes in which the transition dipole moments of donor and acceptor lie
(see Figure 2.7).
For a random distribution of transition dipoles the orientation factor is
κ2 = 2
3
, where it is assumed that the distance between the two dipoles is
large compared to the charge separation. For perpendicular transition dipole
moments κ2 vanishes and no energy is transferred; for parallel dipoles κ2 = 4.
FRET can be detected by several imaging techniques as it directly influ-
ences the photophysics of fluorophores. The energy transfer from the excited
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the relative orientation of the donor
and acceptor molecule. Donor and acceptor are separated by the distance
r. The orientation factor κ2 depends on the relative orientation of donor
and acceptor molecule. κ2 is maximal if the emission transition dipole of the
donor molecule is parallel to the absorption dipole of the acceptor molecule
and vanishes if they are oriented perpendicular.
state of the donor molecule to the excited state of the acceptor molecule leads
to a decrease in the number of photons emitted by the donor. At the same
time the acceptor molecule is excited and, in case the acceptor is another
fluorophore, will fluoresce. FRET can therefore be detected by monitoring
changes in the intensities of the donor and/or the acceptor by various meth-
ods [48].
As FRET influences the excited state lifetime, fluorescence lifetime mea-
surements can also be used to detect FRET. Lifetime measurements are
independent of the fluorophore concentration and are therefore often pre-
ferred over intensity based measurements. For an extended review of imaging
techniques the reader is referred to [70]. In this thesis only anisotropy mea-
surements will be reviewed in detail. FRET leads to a depolarization of the
overall fluorescence, due to the relative orientation of the donor and acceptor
molecule. The dipole-dipole interaction shows a cosine squared dependency
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on the angle between acceptor and donor of the FRET-pair, thereby allowing
a range of relative orientations for which FRET can occur. An acceptor mo-
lecule with an emission dipole moment which is not parallel to the emission
dipole moment of the donor will lead to a depolarization of the fluorescence
signal (Figure 2.5). Compared to other techniques, anisotropy measure-
ments allow the detection of homo-FRET, the transfer of energy between
identical fluorophores, providing a straightforward approach for measuring
homo-dimerization and oligomerization of proteins [120, 18, 19, 17].
2.2 Microscopy
A microscope enables the user to observe objects and processes on sub-
micrometer length scales. The first microscopes were built in the late 16th
and early 17th century, and have been widely used in the biological sciences
since then. Fluorescence microscopy is of major interest as it allows specific
tagging of the molecules of interest. However, the limiting factor in micros-
copy is the optical resolution which restricts the size of resolvable objects to
roughly 600 nm along the optical axis and 200 nm laterally [57].
2.2.1 Resolution limit
An object which is much smaller than the wavelength of light disturbs the
wavefront of light incident on this particle. This object is, according to the
Huygens-Fresnel principle, the source of a spherical wave. The intensity of
this scattered wave is dependent on the size of the object. However, as long
as the object is much smaller than the wavelength of light, the scattered wave
will always be a spherical wave independent of the shape of the object. No
information about the shape of the object is thus transported by the wave of
light. Ernst Abbe first described when the shape of a microscopic object is
resolvable [1] and thereby determined the resolving power of optical micro-
scopes. In his work Abbe considered a grating imaged by a lens (Figure 2.8).
The grating, illuminated by a light source, forms a diffraction pattern with
a central intensity maximum of zeroth order, and higher order maxima next
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to it. The angle of diffraction of these higher order maxima depends on the
separation of the grating elements and becomes greater with smaller separa-
tion of the elements. To gain information about the distance of the grating
Figure 2.8: Abbe diffraction limit. A grating is imaged on screen by a
microscope objective. Light incident on a grating will be diffracted and form
a central maximum. A first order maximum will occur at an angle Θ, which
depends on the distance of the grating elements d. To resolve the grating the
microscope objective has to capture at least the first order maximum of the
diffracted beam. The resolution of an optical microscope therefore depends
on the range of angles which are accepted by the objective.
elements the lens must capture at least the first order maximum. Abbe found
that the minimal distance dmin between the grating elements, such that they
could be distinguished from one another, is
dmin =
λ
2n sin Θ
, (2.12)
the resolution limit according to Abbe. Herein, n is the index of refraction of
the surrounding medium and Θ is the half-angle of the cone of light which can
enter the lens. NA = n sin Θ is called numerical aperture and is a measure
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for the range of angles of light that can be captured by a lens.
Shortly after Abbe, Lord Rayleigh described the interference patterns of
two point sources of light separated by a distance d and imaged by a lens
[84]. The light emitted by each point source will be diffracted by the aperture
of the lens according to the Huygens-Fresnel principle, forming a diffraction
pattern on a screen. The image of a single point source is forming a maximum
of zeroth order at the center and concentric rings of higher orders around this
central maximum: the Airy diffraction pattern. According to the Rayleigh-
Criterion the two points can be distinguished if the zeroth order maximum
of one light source just overlaps with the first minimum of the second point
source. For any distance smaller than this the two point sources are not
Figure 2.9: Rayleigh criterion. a) The diffraction patterns of two resolved
point sources of light. b) If the maximum of zeroth order just overlaps with
first minimum of the second diffraction pattern, the image is just resolved. c)
If the diffraction patterns overlap completely, the image is not resolved.
resolved (Figure 2.9). The resolution limit given by the Rayleigh-limit is
[26]:
d = 0.61 · λ
n sin Θ
. (2.13)
It is worth noting, that λ is the emitted light wavelength and, unlike in Abbes
description, not the illumination wavelength. The intensity distribution of a
point source formed by a microscope in the image plane is called the point
spread function (PSF). The image formation in a microscope can then be
understood as a convolution of the PSF of the microscope with the object
shape [71].
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2.2.2 Localization based super-resolution techniques
The diffraction of light fundamentally limits the resolution in optical micros-
copy. In recent years several methods have been described to circumvent the
lateral diffraction limit in microscopy. These techniques rely on the spatial
patterning of the illumination light [50], the spatial patterning of the exci-
tation light and the nonlinear response of fluorescent molecules [51, 114] or
the temporal patterning of the emission of fluorophores upon a nonlinear
switching behavior [23, 98, 60, 55, 35, 82]. The latter include also techniques
known as localization microscopy.
Localization based microscopy techniques are capable of achieving optical
resolution beyond the diffraction limit of light. These techniques rely on the
sequential imaging of single molecules. Fluorescent molecules are switched
between a non-fluorescent state and a fluorescent state. Instead of imaging
all fluorescent molecules at once, a time series is recorded. In each image of
the time series only a small subset of molecules is switched to the fluorescent
state. Optimally each molecule is imaged once with no other molecule fluo-
rescing at the same time in the same diffraction limited region. Thus, these
techniques can be regarded as a time division multiplexed recording of an im-
age: Multiple fluorescent molecules residing in the same diffraction limited
spot emit fluorescence light at different time points and thus can be distin-
guished. However, compared to common time division multiplexing systems
in telecommunication, multiplexing in localization microscopy is a stochastic
process as the stochasticity of switching molecules from an non-fluorescent
“off-state” to a fluorescent “on-state” is used to keep the density of fluores-
cent molecules low. Therefore localization based super-resolution microscopy
techniques strongly depend on the photophysical and photochemical prop-
erties of fluorescent molecules and are often hampered by their non-ideal
switching and blinking behavior [112, 7, 8, 27].
The image of a single molecule is the convolution of the object shape with
the point spread function of the microscope. A single molecule imaged by an
optical microscope can be regarded in good approximation as a point source
of light as it is much smaller than the wavelength of the emitted fluorescence
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light. The light emitted by this molecule will be diffracted by the microscope
and form an Airy-diffraction pattern [26]. The diffraction pattern can be
approximated by a two dimensional Gaussian distribution [121] with a width
given by the point spread function of the microscope. The position of the
centroid of the fluorescent molecule can be determined by fitting a Gaus-
sian function to this intensity distribution. For a two dimensional Gaussian
function centered at x0, y0 on a CCD camera the intensity Ir is given by:
I (r) = I0e
−
(
(x−x0)2
2s2
+
(y−y0)2
2s2
)
, (2.14)
where I0 is the amplitude and s is the standard deviation resulting from the
point spread function. The standard error of determining the centroid is
given by [109]: 〈
(∆x)2
〉
=
s2 + a2/12
N
+
8pis4b2
a2N2
, (2.15)
where a is the size of a pixel measured in the sample plane, b is the background
noise and N is the number of photons collected. The standard error is mainly
limited by the number of photons collected. For a high enough number of
photons
〈
(∆x)2
〉
can be approximated by
〈
(∆x)2
〉 ≈ s2√
N
. For N = 500,
a wavelength of λ = 590 and an objective with NA = 1.45 this results
in a standard error of
〈
(∆x)2
〉 ≈ 4nm, which is much smaller than the
diffraction limit of light. Thus, the position of a single fluorescent molecule
can be determined with a precision exceeding the optical resolution limit in
microscopy by far.
Assuming two molecules which are separated by a distance smaller than
the diffraction limit (Figure 2.10), one can see the benefits of sequentially
localizing single point emitters. If the two molecules emit fluorescence light
at the same time, the image will be the result of the convolution of the two
points with the PSF of the microscope and it is not possible to resolve the two
molecules. In a sequential imaging scheme only one molecule will fluoresce at
a given time point and its position can be determined. The second molecule
will be imaged at a later time point. As long as the distance between the
two molecules is larger than the localization precision, the two molecules can
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Figure 2.10: Localization of a single molecule by sequential imaging. Two
fluorescent molecules and their intensity profiles. The two molecules are unre-
solved if the distance between their centers is less than the diffraction limit. If
one of the molecules is imaged at a time point t1 its position can be determined
by localizing the center of its intensity profile. At a later time point t2 only
the second molecule emits fluorescence and can be localized. The localization
precision exceeds the diffraction limit, thus a sum image of the positions will
yield a super-resolution image.
be distinguished by their positions.
In a typical fluorescence microscopy measurement all fluorophores are
in a fluorescent state. However, for localization microscopy based super-
resolution techniques most of the fluorophores must be in a non-fluorescent
dark state, such that the mean distance between two fluorescent molecules is
greater than the diffraction limit of light [40]. If this holds true, the probabil-
ity of finding two or more fluorescent molecules residing in the same diffrac-
tion limited region is small and single molecules can be imaged and localized.
The imaging of a sparse subset of fluorescent molecules can be achieved by
using photoactivatable fluorophores. These fluorophores are stochastically
activated from an initially non-fluorescent state usually by illumination with
light of a specific wavelength. Molecules in an active state show fluorescence
upon excitation with light of a different spectral region. Sparse activation
of the fluorophores allows for imaging of single fluorescent molecules. These
molecules are then photobleached or deactivated by the readout light (Figure
2.11). To image a sufficient amount of molecules within the sample the mol-
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Figure 2.11: Principle of photo-activated localization microscopy. (a) Pho-
toactivatable fluorescent molecules are in an non-fluorescent “off state”. (b)
Irradiation with light of a specific spectral range (in most cases UV-light) ac-
tivates molecules. (c) Molecules now in an “on-state” will show fluorescence
upon excitation. By activating only a small subset of molecules, the mean
distance of fluorescent molecules will be much larger than the diffraction limit
of light. (d) Molecules are imaged until they are bleached. A new subset of
molecules is activated. (f) The cycle of activation and imaging is repeated
until a sufficient number of molecules is localized.
ecules are usually continuously activated and read out at the same time. In a
post-processing step the positions of the recorded single molecules are local-
ized and an image of the molecule positions is reconstructed. The resolution
of the reconstructed image is given by the localization accuracy of the sin-
gle molecule positions as well as the density of the fluorophores. According
to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [102] the distance between two
neighboring molecules has to be at most half the distance of the desired reso-
lution, otherwise structures on the length scale of the desired resolution will
not be resolved [92]. For instance, to achieve 20 nm resolution, the structure
has to be sampled at 10 nm in every direction.
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2.2.3 Total internal reflection
So far we described methods to reduce the lateral resolution limit in opti-
cal microscopy. Localization based techniques can be extended to improve
the resolution along the optical axis of the microscope [66, 65, 72, 103, 93].
However, these techniques require the use of additional optics in the emis-
sion pathway. In conventional wide-field setups the sample is excited outside
the focal plane, thereby introducing background fluorescence to the mea-
surement. The region which is excited can be reduced by using total internal
reflection fluorescence microscopy [5]. In total internal reflection fluorescence
microscopy the evanescent field of an electro-magnetic field is used to excite
fluorescence. The word evanescent derives from the latin word “evanescere”
which means vanishing. Therefore, in total internal reflection fluorescence
microscopy (TIRF microscopy) “vanishing” waves of light are used to excite
fluorescent molecules. Evanescent waves can be described by plane waves of
the form:
~E = ei(
~k~r−ωt). (2.16)
The main characteristic of an evanescent wave is the presence of at least
one imaginary component of the wavevector ~k. The wave along the direc-
tion of this imaginary component decays exponentially rather than propa-
gating along this direction. Furthermore evanescent waves never occur in
homogeneous media, their generation requires the interaction of light with
inhomogeneities.
An evanescent wave is the result of light undergoing total internal reflec-
tion (Figure 2.12). Light being incident on an interface of two media with
refractive indices n1 and n2 is partially reflected and refracted. Snell’s law
states:
n1 sin (Θi) = n2 sin (Θt) , (2.17)
where Θi and Θt are the angle of incidence and refraction, each measured
from the normal of the interface. Light can be totally reflected if it propagates
from an optically denser medium to an optically less dense medium, so that
n1 is greater than n2. Light propagates tangential to the interface at an
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Figure 2.12: Light coming from a medium with an index of refraction n1
and entering a medium with a refractive index n2 with n2 > n1 undergoes
total internal reflection if the incidence angle Θ is greater than the critical
angle Θcrit. At Θcrit the angle of refraction is 90
◦, thus light is travelling
parallel to the interface between the two media. For light undergoing total
internal reflection an evanescent field is generated in the second medium. The
evanescent wave vanishes exponentially with the distance from the interface
where light is totally reflected.
incidence angle called the critical angle Θcrit when Θt becomes 90
◦. The
critical angle then can be derived from equation 2.17 and is given by:
ΘCrit = arcsin
n2
n1
. (2.18)
For any incidence angle Θi exceeding the critical angle no light will enter
the optically less dense medium and but will be totally reflected. The net
energy flow through the interface will vanish, however the electromagnetic
field in the second medium will not disappear but decay exponentially in
the direction normal to the interface. For light undergoing total internal
reflection at an interface in the xy-plane and the plane of incidence in the
xz-plane, the evanescent wave intensity is given by:
I (z) = I (0) e−z/d, (2.19)
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where the penetration depth d is given by:
d =
λ0
4pi
1√
n22 sin
2 Θ− n21
. (2.20)
λ0 is the wavelength of the incidence light [14].
In microscopy the evanescent wave is used to excite small regions just
above the coverglass/sample interface. The penetration depth is greatly re-
duced due to the exponential decay of the evanescent wave. For green fluores-
cent protein excited at 476 nm and with a high NA-objective of 1.45 an inci-
dent angle of 72◦ is achievable. With an index of refraction of ncoverglass = 1.52
and nWater = 1.33 the penetration depth is d = 67 nm. The plasma mem-
brane of a cell has a thickness of roughly 5 nm [3] and is close to the cover-
glass (approximately 30 nm [73]). Fluorescently tagged proteins residing in
the plasma membrane can thus be excited efficiently by an evanescent wave,
whereas fluorescent background from cytosolic proteins is greatly reduced.
Experimentally TIR-illumination in fluorescence microscopy can be real-
ized in several ways, the two most common schemes are through objective
type illumination and prism-based illumination. In a prism-based setup a
prism is used to couple light to the interface where total internal reflection
takes place (Figure 2.13), fluorescence is then collected by microscope ob-
jective usually opposite to the prism. Prism type TIRF-setups offer better
control over the incidence angle and thus over the penetration depth of the
evanescent wave than objective type setups [101]. However, the sample acces-
sibility is greatly reduced: The sample has to be kept between two coverslides
allowing for excitation only in close proximity of the upper slide which is con-
nected to the prism. The distance between the two cover glasses has to be
reduced if an objective with a high numerical aperture and low working dis-
tance is used. Objective type TIRF setups use a high-NA objective which
allows for angles of excitation above the critical angle. Light is focused to
the back focal plane of the microscope objective. A translation of the beam
in the back focal plane away from the lens center leads to tilting of the ex-
citation beam, which can be used to achieve total internal reflection. For
total internal reflection to occur on a glass/water interface with refractive
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Figure 2.13: Experimental realization of TIR illumination in fluorescence
microscopy. In a prism type TIRF setup (left) the light is coupled to the
sample by a prism. The excitation beam undergoes total internal reflection at
the coverglass. Light is collected by an objective which is positioned opposite
to the prism. In an objective type TIRF setup (right), the excitation beam
is focused off center to the back focal plane of a microscope objective. The
objective tilts the excitation beam so it is incident on the cover glass with an
angle exceeding the critical angle. Fluorescence light is collected by the same
objective.
indices of nglass = 1.52 and nWater = 1.33 the critical angle is ΘCrit = 61.0
◦.
For an immersion medium with a index of refraction of nimmersion = 1.518
this results in a minimal numerical aperture of NA = 1.33. TIRF-objectives
must therefore have a numerical aperture which exceeds 1.33. Commercially
available objectives have a numerical aperture ranging from 1.40 to 1.65.
Objective based TIRF setups use the same objective for exciting the sample
and collecting the fluorescence emission, thus no special considerations about
the sample design and accessibility have to be taken into account.
2.2.4 Fluorescence anisotropy microscopy
So far we described methods to measure light intensity with high spatial
resolution. As described in section 2.1.2 fluorescence anisotropy is a measure
of the polarization of light emitted by an ensemble of fluorescent molecules,
which can also be observed with a microscope. For the measurement of
fluorescence anisotropy the sample is excited by polarized light and the light
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intensities polarized parallel and perpendicular to the excitation light are
measured. Fluorescence anisotropy is defined as:
r =
I‖ − I⊥
Itotal
, (2.21)
where I‖ is the intensity measured parallel to the excitation light and I⊥ the
light intensity perpendicular to the excitation light. The total intensity Itotal
is given by:
Itotal = I‖ + 2I⊥. (2.22)
The normalization of equation (2.21) by the total intensity leads to a dimen-
sionless value for the anisotropy r, which is independent of the fluorophore
concentration. The factor 2 in the total intensity results from the three in-
tensity components Ix, Iy and Iz along the axes x, y and z (see Figure 2.2)
contributing equally to the total intensity. For a rotation symmetric emission
of fluorescence around the z-axis Ix equals Iy with Iy = I⊥ this leads to
Itotal = Ix + Iy + Iz = I‖ + 2I⊥. (2.23)
Figure (2.14) shows a schematic diagram of an anisotropy setup with a con-
ventional wide field microscope. The sample is excited by a light source with
a fixed linear polarization. The intensities polarized parallel and perpen-
dicular to the excitation light are split by a polarizing beam splitter. Each
channel can then be imaged separately by a camera.
High numerical aperture objectives
In fluorescence anisotropy microscopy special care has to be taken when
using high numerical aperture microscope objectives. High NA-objectives
can alter the polarization of the excitation as well as the polarization of
the emission light due to their large angle of acceptance [20, 69] and lead
to measured fluorescence anisotropies which are significantly lower than the
actual fluorescence anisotropy.
The description in this thesis is based on [9, 10], which does not incorpo-
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Figure 2.14: Schematic representation of a fluorescence anisotropy measure-
ment with a wide field microscope. The sample is illuminated with linearly
polarized excitation light (polarization points into the drawing plane). Fluo-
rescence from the sample is separated from the excitation light by a dichroic
mirror. The emitted light is then split by a polarizing beam splitter into light
with polarization parallel (I‖)and perpendicular (I⊥) to the excitation light.
An image of each channel is recorded.
rate any polarization effect on the excitation part as for widefield illumination
the tipping and tilting of the polarization is negligible. In TIRF microscopy
the s-polarized incident light will not be influenced by any high-NA-effect (see
section 2.2.3) and thus the correction described in [9, 10] is also appropriate.
The influence of an objective with a high numerical aperture results from
tipping and tilting of light by the objective. The total fluorescence collected
by the objective is given by [9, 10]:
F‖ = kaFx + kbFy + kcFz, (2.24)
F⊥ = kaFx + kbFy + kcFz, (2.25)
where ka, kb, kc are weighting factors accounting for the numerical aperture
of the microscope objective. With Θ being the half angle of the cone of light
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Figure 2.15: Detection of fluorescent molecules by a high-NA lens. The
polarization is tilted by the lens such that light polarized along the z-axis will
be detected. Molecules of all orientations will contribute to the fluorescence
signal. This polarization mixing leads to a reduced anisotropy value.
accepted by the microscope objective ka, kb, kc can be rewritten as:
ka =
1
6
· 2− 3 cos Θ + cos
3 Θ
1− cos Θ , (2.26)
kb =
1
24
· 1− 3 cos Θ + 3 cos
2 Θ− cos3 Θ
1− cos Θ , (2.27)
kc =
1
8
· 5− 3 cos Θ− cos
2 Θ− cos3 Θ
1− cos Θ . (2.28)
The fluorescence anisotropy then can be calculated for a distribution of
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randomly oriented molecules by using the corrected intensities:
Fy =
kbF‖ − kcF⊥
kakb + k2b − kakc − k2c
, (2.29)
Fz =
(ka + kb)F⊥ − (ka + kc)F‖
kakb + k2b − kakc − k2c
. (2.30)
2.2.5 TIRF anisotropy
The use of an evanescent wave in fluorescence anisotropy measurements re-
duces the signal from out-of-focus light greatly due to the reduced penetra-
tion depth of the evanescent field. In section 2.2.3, the generation of an
evanescent wave has been described. To make use of an evanescent wave in
fluorescence anisotropy microscopy the polarization of the evanescent field
has to be taken into account. The electric field components of an evanescent
wave at the interface were total internal reflection takes place (z = 0) are
given by [13, 12]:
Ex =
(2 cos Θ)
(
sin2 Θ− n2) 12(
n4 cos2 Θ + sin2 Θ− n2)Ape−ı(δp+pi2 ), (2.31a)
Ey =
2 cos Θ
(1− n2) 12
Ase
−ıδs , (2.31b)
Ez =
2 cos Θ sin Θ(
n4 cos2 Θ + sin2 Θ− n2) 12 Ape−ıδp , (2.31c)
with
δp ≡ tan−1
(sin2 Θ− n2) 12
n2 cos Θ
 , (2.32a)
δs ≡ tan−1
(sin2 Θ− n2) 12
cos Θ
 . (2.32b)
An incident beam with a polarization direction parallel to the plane of
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incidence (p-polarization) and no polarization component perpendicular to
the plane of incidence (As = 0) results in an evanescent wave with elec-
tric field components in x and z direction, with x being longitudinal. The
phase shift of pi
2
between the x- (equation (2.31a)) and z-component (equation
(2.31c)) results in a whirling of the electric field around the z-axis (Figure
2.16). For an incidence beam with a polarization purely perpendicular to
Figure 2.16: Polarization of the evanescent wave. A light beam undergoes
total internal reflection. For a s-polarized incident light beam, the evanescent
wave polarization is not altered and is polarized in the sample plane. A p-
polarized incident beam results in an evanescent field with components in z-
and x-directions. The phase difference of the x- and z-component (see Equa-
tion (2.31)) causes the evanescent field to whirl around the z-axis (adapted
from [11]).
the incident plane (s-polarization) results in an evanescent electric field with
a y-component and thus is polarized in this direction. It is important to
note that the penetration depth d is independent of the polarization of the
incident light, however, I (0) does show a dependency on the polarization as
well as on the angle of the incidence light [13, 11] (see Figure 2.17):
I‖ (0) =
∣∣A‖∣∣2 (4 cos2 Θ) (2 sin2 Θ− n2)
n4 cos2 Θ + sin2 Θ− n2 , (2.33a)
I⊥ (0) = |A⊥|2 4 cos
2 Θ
1− n2 , (2.33b)
where
∣∣A‖∣∣2 and |A⊥|2 are the incident intensities and n = n1n2 .
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Figure 2.17: Intensities I‖ (0) and I⊥ (0) plotted for different incidence angles
Θi beyond the critical angle Θcrit = 61.5
◦ with n1 = 1.33 and n2 = 1.52.
∣∣A‖∣∣2
and |A⊥|2 are set to 1.
Due to its unique polarization states TIRF is well suited for anisotropy
measurements. It allows for a purely transversal polarization in the sample
plane as well as for a polarization state mainly along the optical axis of
the microscope. Thus, probing any polarization state is possible without
loosing the wide field capabilities. TIRF polarization measurements have
been carried out as intensity measurements in dependence of the orientation
of the polarization of the excitation light [9, 15].
2.3 Review of fluorescence anisotropy imag-
ing literature
Despite the possibility of resolving clustering and dimerization by measuring
homo-FRET [29], fluorescence anisotropy in combination with imaging has
not been widely exploited yet. In particular fluorescence anisotropy measure-
ments with TIRF microscopy have been seldomly used. Only recently fluo-
rescence anisotropy in TIRF was used to investigate the homodimerization of
Amyloid Precursor Protein [36]. Prior polarization measurements in TIRF
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were mostly carried out as intensity measurements, probing the molecules
of interest with the different polarization states of the exciting evanescent
field [9, 15]. Further polarization measurements in TIRF were carried out
to determine the organization of F-Actin [42] and the tilting and wobbling
of Myosin V [22], however these measurements used a complex prism-type
setup.
On a single molecule level orientation measurements are well known. Ha
et al. presented orientation measurements by probing the absorption dipole
moment of a single TexasRed molecule [52], polarization measurements were
used to measure 2d molecule orientations [54] and in combination with spatial
sampling of the Fourier components to measure 3d orientations [62, 45]. The
defocused image of single molecules can also be used to determine 3d molecule
orientations [25].
However, TIRF excitation was rarely used in single molecule orientation
measurements. Orientation measurements in super resolution microscopy
were mostly carried out by conventional wide field excitation measuring the
polarization of the excitation light [46, 108].
Recently the polarization modulation in TIRF by rotating the excitation
beam in the backfocal plane of the microscope objective was used to measure
molecule orientations by probing the absorption dipole of single organic dye
molecules [80].
3Experimental realization of
TIRF-anisotropy
This chapter describes the requirements for a TIRF anisotropy microscope,
which is used for ensemble measurements as well as for single molecule mea-
surements. The basic components of the microscope are discussed in de-
tail. The central part, the microscope frame itself, is a commercially avail-
able inverted microscope. To implement polarized TIRF, the excitation and
emission paths of the microscope are modified. In the next sections these
modifications are discussed separately.
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3.1 Excitation path
Figure 3.1 shows the experimental setup. As described in section 2.2.3, the
evanescent electromagnetic wave in total internal reflection microscopy van-
ishes exponentially along the optical axis of the microscope, thereby allowing
selective excitation of fluorescence close to the interface where total internal
reflection takes place. Light undergoes total internal reflection if it is incident
under an angle which is greater than the critical angle. The image quality
in TIRF microscopy is thus greatly dependent on the angular distribution of
partial rays exiting the objective: the beam has to be collimated by the objec-
tive to eliminate stray beams, which will not undergo total internal reflection
[88]. This makes the use of lasers as a light source indispensable. Due to their
high spatial coherence, light emitted by a laser can be focused to tiny spots as
well as being collimated far better than light emitted by any other light source
[99]. The setup described here uses an argon-ion laser (Innova Sabre DBW
20, Coherent, Santa Clara, USA) emitting at 476 nm, a krypton-ion laser
(Innova Sabre DBW, Coherent, Santa Clara, USA) emitting at 568 nm and
a diode-laser (iBeam-smart-405-s, Toptica Photonics, Gra¨feling) at 406 nm,
each coupled to a single mode fiber. Single mode fibers act as spatial filters,
ensuring a perfect Gaussian beam profile by blocking high frequency com-
ponents. The fiber transmitting the laser beam at 476 nm is equipped with
a fiber polarization controller. The polarization controller makes use of the
stress induced birefringence of glass and allows the generation of arbitrary
polarization states of light. This is used to generate the desired polariza-
tion of the excitation light. The polarization state of this laser was aligned
prior to any other laser and therefore full control over the polarization of
this laser was needed for setting up the microscope. Both the fiber trans-
mitting the laser line at 406 nm and the fiber transmitting the laser line at
568 nm are polarization maintaining fibers. They utilize rods included within
their cladding, which are made from a different material than the cladding
itself. These rods thereby induce stress within the fiber, which almost com-
pletely eliminates cross coupling between the two polarization modes of light
in the fiber [99]. If the polarization of the light launched into the fiber is
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Figure 3.1: Setup used for polarized TIRF microscopy experiments, numbers
are explained in Table 3.1
Table 3.1: Specifications of the optical elements used in the polarized TIRF
setup in the excitation path.
optical element purpose
1, 5, 6 broadband dielectric mirrors beam steering
2, 3 dichroic mirror combining laser beams
4 polarizer generates linear polarized light
7 achromatic half-wave plate rotates linearly polarized light
8, 9 Keplerian type telescope expands beam x10
10 lens mounted on a x,y,z trans-
lating mount
focuses light to the back focal
plane of the microscope
11 polarizer generates linearly polarized light
12 dichroic mirror reflects laser light, transmits flu-
orescence light
aligned with the birefringence axis of the optical fiber, the polarization of
the light will be maintained. The polarization of these lasers is aligned with
polarization state of the laser emitting at 476 nm.
After exiting the fiber, each laser line is collimated to a beam diame-
ter of approximately 2 mm. The three beams are then combined by two
longpass dichroic mirrors (LaserMUX 375-405R, LaserMUX 473-491R, AHF,
Tu¨bingen, Germany) and pass a polarizer (DP-100-VIS, Meadowlark Optics,
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Frederick, USA). This ensures that the three beams have the same polariza-
tion direction. A half-wave plate is then used to rotate the polarization. The
beams are expanded by two achromatic lenses (f1 = 30 mm, f2 = 250 mm,
Thorlabs, Newton, USA) to a beam with a waist of 20 mm. The beam is
finally focused to the back focal plane of the microscope objective by an-
other achromatic lens pair (f = 250 mm, Thorlabs, Newton, USA), mounted
on a xyz-translation stage (PT3, Thorlabs, Newton, USA). By moving this
lens in x and y the focal spot is translated in the back focal plane of the
objective and TIR illumination is achieved. Moving the lens along the z-axis
varies the focus position along the optical axis of the microscope. Another
polarizer (DP-100-VIS, Meadowlark Optics, Frederick, USA) is placed next
to the microscope body to generate purely linear polarized light and block
any unwanted polarization component introduced by optical elements before
this polarizer.
The light enters the microscope body via the fluorescence turret from the
right side. A dichroic mirror (Z 405/473/561, AHF, Tu¨bingen) rotated by
90◦ reflects the light to the objective, a 1.45 NA, 60×, oil immersion objective
(PLAPON 60XOTIRFM, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). This objective has been
used for all the measurements presented in this thesis. The use of an objective
based TIRF illumination is preferred over a prism based illumination as the
sample is more easily accessible with the high-NA objective. A high-NA
objective is needed for single molecule measurements to increase the signal-
to-noise ratios compared to low-NA objectives [34].
3.2 Emission path
The emission path is shown in Figure 3.2. The objective used for the exci-
tation of the sample also collects the fluorescence light. The emission and
excitation light are separated by a dichroic mirror (Z 405/473/561, AHF,
Tu¨bingen), which reflects the excitation light and transmits the fluorescence
light. An additional notch filter (Z 405/473/561, AHF, Tu¨bingen) is placed
in the emission path to block laser light that leaks through the dichroic mir-
ror. After passing this notch filter, a tube lens forms the actual microscope
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Figure 3.2: Emission path of setup used for polarized TIRF microscopy
experiments, numbers are explained in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Specifications of the optical elements used in the polarized TIRF
in the emission path setup.
optical element purpose
1 sample plane sample is placed here
2 microscope objective objective used for imaging and
excitation
3, 8, 9 mirror beam steering
4 microscope tube lens generates real image in the aper-
ture plane
5 adjustable aperture reduces the image size to half the
camera size
7 polarizing beam splitter separates parallel and perpendic-
ular polarization components
10 square mirror reflects beam transmitted by the
polarizing beam splitter
6, 11 Keplerian type telescope magnifies the image by a factor of
2
12 EM-CCD camera camera used for imaging
image. An adjustable slit (VA100/M, Thorlabs, Newton, USA), positioned
in this image plane, reduces the image size so that the image, after a further
magnification, occupies half the size of the CCD-camera. Two achromatic
lens pairs (Thorlabs, Newton, USA) are introduced into the beam path to
magnify the image by a factor of 2. The distance between the first lens
(f = 200 mm) and the microscope image plane is 200 mm, such that the
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image lies in the focal plane of the lens. Thus, the lens forms a conjugate
plane of the microscopes aperture plane in its focus. The focal plane of the
second lens (f = 400 mm) coincides with the focal plane of the first lens,
so that the microscope image is formed again in its back focal plane. The
magnification of the image is given by the ratio of the focal lengths of the two
lenses. To split the light emitted by the sample in a parallel and perpendicu-
lar channel for anisotropy measurements, a polarizing beam splitter is placed
in the conjugate plane of the aperture plane of the microscope, transmitting
the parallel polarized light while reflecting the perpendicular polarized light.
The light is then guided to the tube lens by additional mirrors. To reduce
spherical aberrations by the last lens, it is important to hit the lens close to
the center at an angle close to 0 degrees with both channels being symmetric
around the lens center. Therefore, the spatial separation of the two channels
should be minimized, which is achieved by a square mirror. This mirror is
used as a pick-off mirror, the reflected beam hitting the mirror close to the
edge and thereby enabling a very small separation between the transmitted
and reflected beam.
3.2.1 Modifications to the setup in super-resolution
microscopy
In photo-activated localization microscopy fluorescent proteins are used which
are photo-activatable or photo-switchable. These fluorescent proteins have
an off-state in which they do not emit fluorescence upon excitation. They
can be switched to a fluorescent on-state by irradiating them with light of
a certain wavelength. Upon excitation with light of a different wavelength
they will fluoresce. Thus the microscope has to be optimized for the use of at
least two different wavelength of light. Activation respectively switching is
done by using a diode laser at 405 nm. Fluorophores are excited at 568 nm.
Therefore, the polarization state of both lasers has to be controlled, making
some modifications to the setup necessary. The zero order half-wave plate
at 476 nm (4 in Figure 3.1) is replaced by an achromatic half-wave plate
(AHWP05M-600, Thorlabs, USA) which shows a spectrally flat retardance
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compared to zero order waveplates (Figure 3.3). However, due to variations
Figure 3.3: Retardance of the achromatic half-wave plate (AHWP05M-600,
Thorlabs) compared to a zero order half-wave plate.
in the retardance over the spectral region of interest a polarizer is placed
to the setup just next to the lens focusing the light to the back focal plane
of the microscope. This polarizer ensures a purely linear polarization of the
excitation beam. By rotation of the half wave plate and the polarizer s- or
p-polarized light can be generated.
3.3 Measurement of the G-factor
Almost all components of the microscope show a dependency on the polari-
zation of light. This results from antireflective or highly reflective dielectric
coatings on optical elements. These coatings use the constructive and de-
structive interference of light reflected by multiple thin layers of dielectrics
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with varying index of refraction. Optical elements with such an anti- or high-
reflective coating usually show only small effects on the polarization of light
when hit by a ray of light at normal incidence. However, any component
hit by light rays incident other than normal to the surface of the optical
components will show a polarization dependency. This polarization depen-
dency is usually seen as a dependency of reflection and transmission on the
polarization of the incidence light, resulting in different sensitivities in the
detection of light for the parallel and perpendicular channels of the micro-
scope. Thus, in any anisotropy measurement these differences have to be
corrected for. Correction is done by introducing the G-factor into the mea-
surement of fluorescence anisotropy. The G-factor is a multiplicative factor
which normalizes the sensitivities of the parallel and perpendicular channel.
The G-factor can be determined by measuring a polarized sample and ro-
tating the excitation polarization by 90◦. The parallel channel becomes the
perpendicular channel by rotation of the excitation polarization. In an ideal
case the intensities measured in both channels are the same. Since there are
differences in the transmission and reflection of the optical components due
to the different polarization states of light, the intensities in the two channels
will differ. The G-factor is therefore the ratio of the intensities of the two
channels. However, in microscopy systems one has to account for differences
in the illumination pathway and bleedthrough between the two channels.
This can be corrected for by modifying the calculation of the G-factor [86].
Another possibility to measure the G-factor is to measure the intensities
of a sample which emits unpolarized light. Intensities in the parallel and
perpendicular channel are then the same and measured intensities differ only
due to different detection sensitivities of the channels. The G-factor is given
by the ratio of the measured intensities in the two channels.
Whereas the first method depends on changes in the excitation path,
the latter is only dependent on the differences in the emission path. In
this thesis, the measurement of the G-factor is carried out by measuring
fluorescein in an aqueous solution which has an anisotropy value close to
zero [78, 18]. This method is preferred over the rotation of the excitation
light polarization as the illumination is not altered and errors introduced by
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non optimal alignment of the excitation polarization or the TIRF-angle are
avoided.
Figure 3.4 shows a drop of fluorescein dissolved in water imaged in con-
ventional widefield (3.4(a)) and in TIRF microscopy (3.4(b)). The G-factor
G can be calculated by subtracting the camera background and dividing the
signal from the parallel channel G|| by the signal from the perpendicular
channel G⊥. The fluorescence anisotropy is then given by:
r =
I|| −GI⊥
I|| + 2GI⊥
(3.1)
Measured G-factor values for different objectives are shown in table 3.3.
Figure 3.4 shows clearly visible interference fringes in TIRF illumination
that are not visible in conventional wide filed illumination. The interference
fringes result from scattered and diffracted light beams and are commonly
known to deteriorate images in TIRF microscopy [76, 87, 41]. To reduce
the influence of varying intensities throughout the field of view due to in-
homogeneous illumination, the anisotropy image is divided by the G-factor
image. This corresponds to a pixelwise calculation of the G-factor and results
in a normalization of the intensity, eliminating inhomogeneities in the sam-
ple illumination and is therefore preferred over the calculation of an average
G-factor value. With G =
G||
G⊥
equation (3.1) then becomes:
r =
I||
G||
− I⊥
G⊥
I||
G||
+ 2 I⊥
G⊥
(3.2)
3.4 EM-CCD
The key to single molecule imaging is the sensitivity of the detector. A
photo-activatable fluorescent protein emits a few hundred photons [107, 111],
an organic dye emits approximately 5000 photons on average before photo-
bleaching [21, 111]. In section 2.2.2 it was shown that the localization preci-
sion depends on the signal to noise ratio and thus on the number of photons
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(a) G-factor image recorded in wide field (b) G-factor image recorded in TIRF
Figure 3.4: Measurement of the G-factor with a 60x objective. A drop of
fluorescein is dissolved in water and excited with 476 nm. The emitted fluo-
rescence is imaged with (a) conventional widefield and in (b) TIRF excitation.
The left image half shows the perpendicular channel the right image half shows
the parallel channel.
detected by the camera. As the number of emitted photons is rather low,
the sensitivity of the detector is crucial.
Localization microscopy approaches are essentially wide field microscopy
methods, where the full field of view is recorded during one exposure. There-
fore, highly sensitive point detectors like avalanche photodiodes or photo-
multiplier are not suited for these techniques.
Electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EM-CCD) cameras are com-
monly used in low light applications and are the most widely used cameras
in wide-field single molecule imaging [89]. Only recently the development of
scientific CMOS chips provided an alternative to EM-CCD chips in terms of
sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio [95, 68, 83, 100] allowing a comparable
precision in single molecule localization approaches [67].
For the experiments in this thesis an EM-CCD camera (Andor DU-888E-
C00-#BV-500) is used. EM-CCD cameras are based on conventional CCD
chips with a shift register extended by a gain register. This register, which
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Table 3.3: Measured g-factor values for different objectives measured in wide
field and TIRF microscopy.
Objective (NA) G-factor (I||/I⊥) std
4x (0.16) 1.24 0.04
10x (0.40) 1.23 0.02
20x (0.75) 1.21 0.02
40x (0.90) 1.20 0.02
60x (1.45) 1.20 0.02
60x (1.45, TIRF) 1.16 0.02
is consisting of pixels, shifts the charges of the acquired signal from pixel to
pixel and in each shifting step the signal is multiplied by impact ionization
[39] overcoming the readout noise of the camera. For a detailed description
of EM-CCDs the reader is referred to [97].
3.4.1 Background correction
The microscope setup used in these experiments was the same for both en-
semble measurements and single molecule measurements. To image single
molecules, a highly sensitive camera with low readout noise is needed. There-
fore an EM-CCD-camera is used in our setup, however this camera turned out
to be not optimally suited for ensemble measurements as it shows smearing
when operated with EM-gain at relatively high intensities.
To investigate the influence of smearing on the background level in anisot-
ropy measurements and the consequences this has for the resulting anisotropy
values, three different background images are taken:
1. The camera background is recorded while the sample is not illuminated.
2. An image is taken of a sample with imaging medium only. Laser power
is set to the same constant value that is also used during anisotropy
measurements.
3. An image of a drop of fluorescein diluted in water is taken. One chan-
nel is blocked by a black anodized beam block. The background is
measured in the blocked channel.
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Figure 3.5 shows the resulting intensity distributions. The sample not il-
luminated by the laser obviously shows the lowest background (black line).
Background fluorescence from the imaging medium and backreflections from
the laser cause the background intensity to slightly increase (blue line). How-
ever, the signal from the blocked channel in the fluorescein measurement
shows the highest values. This indicates that charges from the illuminated
side of the camera are transported to the non-illuminated side. The back-
ground in the non-illuminated channel is therefore considerably increased.
To verify the appearance of smearing in anisotropy measurements the exper-
Figure 3.5: Effect of smearing on the background. Black line: Camera
background noise when the sample is not illuminated. Blue line: A dish with
imaging medium is illuminated with laser light at 476 nm and 0.75 mW in
TIRF illumination. The background increases due to autofluorescence from
the imaging medium and backreflections from the laser light. Red line: The
perpendicular channel is blocked by placing a black anodized beam block just
behind the polarizing beam splitter. An image of a drop of fluorescein in water
is recorded. The measurement is carried out in TIRF. The concentration of
fluorescein in water was chosen such that light intensities from the fluorescein
in the parallel channel are comparable to typical anisotropy measurements.
The background is measured in the blocked channel.
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iment is repeated with cells transfected with monomeric Citrine (see chapter
4.1), while the perpendicular channel is blocked. Figure 3.6 shows an exam-
ple of such a measurement. The smearing of the fluorescence signal is clearly
visible. Smearing is strongly dependent on the intensity of the smeared signal
as well as on the area covered on the CCD chip. For measurements of the
G-factor this can be corrected by blocking each channel separately and mea-
suring the background. However, correcting the background by blocking first
the parallel then the perpendicular channel becomes impracticable for live
cell measurements of multiple cells as the beam block has to be placed in the
beam path manually, thereby slowing down the measurements substantially.
To investigate the influence of the increased background on the anisotropy
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Effect of smearing on the image background. The perpendicular
channel (upper image half) is blocked, no light reaches the EM-CCD. The
signal is only visible in the parallel channel (lower image half). (a) Image
intensity scale is set to maximum range. (b) When the intensity range is
lowered the smearing of the EM-CCD becomes visible. Note that for better
visibility an inverted gray scale look up table is used.
values, the anisotropy for cells transfected with cytosolic monomeric Citrine
(see chapter 4.1) is calculated for different background levels. Figure 3.7
shows the distribution of the measured anisotropy values for (a) the back-
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Figure 3.7: Effect of the background level on measured anisotropy values.
Anisotropy distribution for a cell transfected with monomeric Citrine is shown
for the background values shown in Figure 3.5. Black line: Camera back-
ground noise without sample illumination. Blue line: Background resulting
from a dish with imaging medium. Red line: Background taken from a mea-
surement of fluorescein diluted in water, where one channel is blocked and the
background is measured in the blocked channel.
ground assumed to be only background noise from the camera, (b) the back-
ground resulting from imaging medium and (c) the background taken from
the fluorescein measurement (note that the average intensity in fluorescein
measurement is chosen to be comparable to the average fluorescence signal
from a transfected cell). Obviously the underestimation of the background
leads to a shift of the anisotropy to lower values.
To eliminate the crosstalk between the parallel and perpendicular channel
due to smearing the camera is rotated by 90◦. Although, rotation of the cam-
era by 90◦ reduces the crosstalk of the smearing between the two channels it
will not reduce the background itself. It might even lead to an overestimation
of anisotropy values as the intensity in the parallel channel is usually higher
and therefore might increase the background level more than the signal in
the perpendicular channel. Moreover, an optimization of readout speeds and
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light intensities might reduce the smearing of the camera; especially avoiding
high EM-gain levels should reduce the effect of smearing.
3.5 Image registration of polarization data
Image registration of the two polarization channels is done by imaging of
fluorescently labeled beads (Tetraspeck, Invitrogen, USA) and recording the
position of a single bead in both channels. Fluorescently labeled beads are
visible in both the parallel and perpendicular channel as the fluorescent mol-
ecules used to label these beads are distributed randomly over the bead and
are thus contributing to the signals in both channels. Choosing a small bead
size allows image registration with subpixel accuracy [33].
A sparse sample of fluorescent beads is used for image registration. A
sparse sample allows direct identification of a single particle in both channels
and is therefore preferred over dense samples. Image registration requires the
mapping of different positions in both channels. Therefore multiple images
are recorded, the sample is moved to different positions so that multiple
positions in both channels are imaged. The bead positions are then localized.
The positions for each bead determined in the localization step are then used
to calculate a transformation matrix [33, 85].
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4Ensemble measurements by
TIRF-anisotropy
This chapter presents ensemble measurements in fluorescence anisotropy mi-
croscopy. To verify the microscope setup, validation measurements are car-
ried out in conventional wide field and in TIRF microscopy.
For ensemble measurements with far field excitation, fluorescein in glyc-
erol is measured as an anisotropy standard. In TIRF, cells transfected with
the fluorescence protein Citrine are measured, wide field results are then com-
pared to results measured in TIRF. As an application to biology the spatial
organization of the small GTPase Ras is investigated.
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4.1 Materials and methods
4.1.1 Acquisition of microscopy data
Laser power was kept constant for all measurements, including background
measurements, at PTIRF = 0.75 mW in TIRF and Pwf = 0.27 mW in wide
field measurements. To reduce imaging artifacts introduced by camera noise
a sequence of 50 frames was acquired in each measurement and the average
intensity over these 50 frames was calculated. For each cell a TIRF image and
a wide field image were acquired. The TIRF angle was determined within
the first measurement and kept constant for all subsequent measurements.
Switching between TIRF illumination and conventional wide field illumina-
tion was achieved by translating the illumination lens vertically until the
microscope objective was hit at the center (for wide field illumination) or at
an off center position were total internal reflection takes place.
The instrument G-factor was measured by imaging a drop of fluorescein
dissolved in water. Background noise was measured by recording a series
of images of the imaging medium at the same laser power as used during
measurements. Both G-factor measurements and measurements of the back-
ground noise were carried out in wide field and in TIRF microscopy.
4.1.2 Sample preparation
COS-7 cells were grown on glass bottomed tissue culture dishes (MatTek,
Ashland, MA, USA) in DMEM + 10% FCS + 1% L-Glutamin. The cells
were transfected with mCitrine-HRas and mCitrine-HRas-G12V at 80% con-
fluency. The transfection of cells was performed with plasmid DNA and Ef-
fectene reagent (Qiagen, Germany). Cells were incubated for at least 20 hours
at 37◦C and 5% CO2 before imaging. Cells transfected with mCitrine-HRas-
wt were starved for 8 hours prior to the measurement. Growth medium was
replaced by imaging medium containing Hepes buffer, pH 7.4 and DMEM
without phenol red to reduce unspecific fluorescence. Measurements were
performed at 37◦C.
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4.1.3 Data analysis
First, the average over each recorded time series was calculated. The av-
erage background image was then subtracted from the measurements and
the average G-factor image. The background subtracted images were then
divided by the G-factor image. Parallel and perpendicular channels were
then registered. For this a sparse sample of Tetraspeck fluorescence beads
(Invitrogen) was imaged. Beads visible in both channels were registered as
described in chapter 3.5. After image registration anisotropy images were
calculated. These images were masked by an image mask determined in the
parallel image channel by thresholding. Anisotropy distributions were calcu-
lated including all measurements. Unless noted otherwise, errors shown are
the standard error of the mean, meaning the standard deviation, given by:
std =
(
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2
) 1
2
(4.1)
of anisotropy values divided by the square root of the number of independent
measurements. xi is the measured data, x¯ is the mean of xi and n is the
number of measurements of xi.
4.2 Validation measurements
The functionality of the TIRF anisotropy microscope was tested by measur-
ing control samples. As control samples cells transfected with monomeric
and dimeric Citrine were used. The measured anisotropies were compared to
wide field measurements.
4.2.1 Measurement of anisotropy in wide field micros-
copy
To validate the functionality of the microscope in conventional wide field
mode, fluorescein in glycerol with a concentration of 5 µmol/L was measured.
Due to the high viscosity of glycerol the rotational diffusion of fluorescein is
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slowed down and the fluorescence anisotropy is increased. Reported values
for a fluorescein glycerol mixture range from r = 0.34 to r = 0.38 [113, 106,
32, 31]. The rather large spread of values found in literature is based on the
use of different setups and measurements at different temperatures. For a
recent overview of available fluorescence anisotropy standards the reader is
referred to [6].
A drop of the glycerol fluorescein solution was placed on a coverglass
and imaged with a laser power of P = 0.3 mW and an exposure time of
t = 100 ms. The measured fluorescence anisotropy for different objectives
and the corrected values for high numerical aperture objectives are shown
in Table 4.1. The measured values are in good agreement with the reported
fluorescence anisotropy of fluorescein in glycerol.
Figure 4.1: Measurement of a fluorescein glycerol standard in wide field
fluorescence anisotropy with a 60x (1.45 NA) objective.
However, due to the refractive index of glycerol, this test sample is not
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Table 4.1: Measured fluorescence anisotropy values of fluorescein in glycerol
(5 µmol/L) for different objectives.
Objective (NA) Anisotropy std Corrected anisotropy std
4x (0.16) 0.36 0.03 0.36 0.03
10x (0.40) 0.36 0.02 0.37 0.02
20x (0.75) 0.36 0.02 0.38 0.02
40x (0.90) 0.35 0.03 0.38 0.03
60x (1.45) 0.32 0.03 0.36 0.03
suited for total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy as no total inter-
nal reflection can be achieved with a microscope objective with a numerical
aperture of NA = 1.45 and the index of refraction of glycerol of n = 1.474
[63].
4.2.2 Measurement of cytosolic Citrine
To evaluate the performance of the system in TIRF microscopy the anisot-
ropy of freely diffusing Citrine in the cytosol of cells was measured. Cells
were transfected with monomeric Citrine and a test construct consisting of
two Citrine molecules connected by a short linker (dimeric Citrine). This
double Citrine construct shows energy transfer between the two molecules
due to the short distance between the two Citrine molecules. Thus, fluores-
cence anisotropy decreases due to homo-FRET between the molecules. The
experiments are carried out both in wide-field and in TIRF microscopy. Fig-
ure 4.2 shows a cell transfected with dimeric Citrine imaged in conventional
wide-field and in TIRF illumination. The cytosolic Citrine is visible with
TIRF illumination as well as with conventional wide field illumination and
is therefore well suited for test measurements.
As the orientation distribution of molecules in cells is not known, no
correction for high numerical aperture effects was made. As described ear-
lier, the correction is derived for randomly oriented molecules and differs for
non random orientation distributions. Furthermore, no correction for camera
smearing was applied, background correction was applied by subtracting the
background measured in a dish with imaging medium. No absolute anisot-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: A COS-7 cell transfected with cytosolic double Citrine imaged
in (a) conventional wide field and in (b) TIRF microscopy. The scale bars are
10 µm.
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ropy values are needed as the relative drop in anisotropy from the monomeric
constructs to the dimeric constructs and the comparison with wide field mea-
surements validate the experimental approach.
Figure 4.3: Homo-FRET detected by fluorescence anisotropy in TIRF and
widefield microscopy. Fluorescence anisotropy images of MCF7 cells trans-
fected with monomeric Citrine in (a) conventional wide field microscopy and
(b) TIRF microscopy and MCF7 cells transfected with dimeric Citrine in (c)
wide field and (d) TIRF microscopy.
Figure 4.3 shows a typical measurement. A clear drop in both conven-
tional wide field and TIRF illumination in anisotropy for the double Citrine
is visible. Table 4.2 shows average values and standard deviations for the
steady state anisotropy for monomeric and dimeric Citrine in TIRF and
widefield microscopy. The wide field measurements show a smaller drop in
anisotropy than TIRF measurements. This might be caused by an increased
background in wide field measurements, due to out of focus fluorescence.
Table 4.2: Measured anisotropy values for monomeric and dimeric Citrine in
TIRF and wide field microscopy.
mean anisotropy std mean anisotropy std
(TIRF) (TIRF) (wf) (wf)
monomeric Citrine 0.25 0.05 0.25 0.03
dimeric Citrine 0.18 0.05 0.21 0.03
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of fluorescence anisotropy for monomeric and
dimeric Citrine measured in TIRF microscopy.
4.3 Application to biology
The membrane protein family of Ras proteins are small GTPases which reg-
ulate cell proliferation, differentiation, migration and apoptosis [3]. Ras pro-
teins are reported to form small domains on the nanometer scale, which are
not resolvable with conventional light microscopy due to the diffraction limit
of light. Thus, the clustering of Ras is well suited for investigation with TIRF
anisotropy microscopy by measuring homo-FRET. The biochemical proper-
ties of the Ras protein family are well known, however so far only electron
microscopy [58] has been used to visualize these nano domains and no direct
observation of the clustering has been done in living cells.
There are three closely related Ras proteins H- K- and NRas in humans.
Here we will investigate HRas and KRas. HRas and KRas are membrane
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of fluorescence anisotropy for monomeric and
dimeric Citrine measured in wide field microscopy.
bound proteins which are cycling between an active and an inactive state. In
the active state GTP is bound whereas in the inactive state GDP is bound.
The spatial organization of HRas and KRas and their constitutively active
forms HRas-G12V and KRas-G12V are investigated by TIRF anisotropy.
Both HRas and KRas are reported to organize in nanodomains in their active
and their inactive forms [53].
Furthermore mCitrine-tH and mCitrine-tK are investigated. mCitrine-
tH and mCitrine-tK contain all the Ras membrane-targeting signals of HRas
and KRas, respectively. tK is reported to be distributed randomly over the
plasma membrane whereas tH is reported to show a non-random distribution
[94].
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4.3.1 Spatial organization of HRas and KRas
The nanoscale spatial organization of HRas and its mutant HRas-G12V was
investigated by TIRF anisotropy microscopy. In these experiments the an-
isotropy of monomeric Citrine in the cytosol of cells, wild type form of
mCitrine-HRas and its constitutively active form mCitrine-HRas-G12V was
measured. Cells were imaged in conventional wide field and in TIRF micros-
copy. Figure 4.6 shows a typical measurement of mCitrine-HRas-wt imaged
with TIR excitation. The anisotropy distributions for wide field and TIRF
measurements are shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. Table 4.3 shows the
mean values and the corresponding standard deviations. The anisotropy dis-
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: A COS-7 cell transfected with mCitrine-HRas-wt imaged in (a)
TIRF and the corresponding anisotropy image (b). The scale bar is 10 µm.
tribution indicates small differences in the anisotropy of monomeric Citrine in
the cytosol of cells, mCitrine-HRas wild type and mCitrine-HRas-G12V evi-
dent in the shape of the distributions. These differences seem to be smaller in
TIRF. The mean anisotropy values both in conventional wide field and TIRF
microscopy are slightly smaller than those of freely diffusing mCitrine in the
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cytosol of cells, however due to the high standard deviations no conclusion
can be made.
Table 4.3: Measured anisotropy values for monomeric Citrine, HRas wild
type and HRas-G12V in TIRF and wide field microscopy.
mean anisotropy std mean anisotropy std
(TIRF) (TIRF) (wf) (wf)
monomeric Citrine 0.25 0.05 0.25 0.03
HRas-wt 0.23 0.05 0.24 0.04
HRas-G12V 0.23 0.05 0.24 0.05
Figure 4.9 and 4.10 show the anisotropy distributions measured for mCitrine-
KRas-wt and mCitrine-KRas-G12V compared to the cytosolic mCitrine con-
trol. The mean values are given in Table 4.4. Both the KRas-wt anisotropy
distribution and the KRas-G12V anisotropy distribution measured in conven-
tional wide field microscopy seem to be shifted to higher anisotropy values,
this is not visible in TIRF measurements. However, the mean anisotropy
values show no significant deviation from monomeric Citrine.
Table 4.4: Measured anisotropy values for monomeric Citrine, KRas wild
type and KRas-G12V in TIRF and wide field microscopy.
mean anisotropy std mean anisotropy std
(TIRF) (TIRF) (wf) (wf)
monomeric Citrine 0.25 0.05 0.25 0.03
KRas-wt 0.23 0.04 0.26 0.04
KRas-G12V 0.24 0.05 0.25 0.06
Figure 4.11 and 4.12 show the fluorescence anisotropy distribution of the
membrane anchors tH and tK measured with conventional wide field and TIR
illumination. The anisotropy distribution measured with conventional wide
field illumination suggests a slightly higher anisotropy for tK than for tH.
The distribution is shifted to higher anisotropy values compared to cytosolic
mCitrine. No clear differences are visible in TIRF measurements. However,
mean values listed in Table 4.5 show no significant differences.
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of fluorescence anisotropy for monomeric Citrine,
mCitrine-HRas and mCitrine-HRas-G12V measured in wide field microscopy.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter the proper functionality of the TIRF anisotropy microscope
was validated. First wide field measurements on a fluorescein glycerol stan-
dard were carried out for different objectives. The measured values agree
with values reported for the measured standard [106]. A decrease in anisot-
ropy was seen for high NA objectives. For a randomly distributed sample
this can be corrected for [9, 10]. Further controls were carried out in live
cell measurements. Cells were transfected with a monomeric and a dimeric
Citrine construct and measured in conventional wide field and TIRF micros-
copy. It is worth noting, that the measurements presented here were carried
out with a high numerical aperture objective which leads to a mixing of
polarization components and thereby reducing the fluorescence anisotropy.
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of fluorescence anisotropy for monomeric Citrine,
mCitrine-HRas and mCitrine-HRas-G12V measured in TIRF microscopy.
Measurements in cells were not corrected for high numerical aperture effects
as the underlying orientation distribution of the fluorophores is not known.
Measurements showed similar anisotropy values for wide field and TIRF
measurements. However, both anisotropy distributions determined in con-
ventional wide field and in TIRF show a rather high standard deviation
of 0.03 (wide field) and 0.05 (TIRF). The higher intensities in wide field
measurements of cytosolic Citrine lead to a smaller standard deviation than
in TIRF measurements. However, measurements of membrane bound pro-
teins like Ras show anisotropy distributions with comparable widths. The
large spread of the anisotropy distribution might even lead to occurrences
of negative anisotropy values or anisotropy values exceeding the fundamen-
tal anisotropy of randomly distributed molecules of r0 = 0.4. Anisotropy
distributions measured in TIRF microscopy are less prone to skewing than
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of fluorescence anisotropy for monomeric Citrine,
mCitrine-KRas and mCitrine-KRas-G12V measured in wide field microscopy.
distributions measured in conventional wide field microscopy. This can be ex-
plained by the different background levels in wide field and TIRF microscopy.
Background is greatly reduced in TIRF compared to conventional wide field
measurements. The higher background levels in far field excitation might
also explain the smaller drop in anisotropy measured for dimeric Citrine.
However, the drop in anisotropy from monomeric to dimeric Citrine was
clearly visible in wide field and TIRF microscopy. The microscope thus is
capable of resolving relative changes in anisotropy.
As a biological application the spatial organization of the small GTPase
Ras was investigated. Anisotropy measurements were carried out and com-
pared to monomeric cytosolic Citrine which does not show any clustering or
dimerization at low concentrations. Table 4.6 shows a summary of all mea-
surements carried out and lists the determined mean anisotropy values and
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of fluorescence anisotropy for monomeric Citrine,
mCitrine-KRas and mCitrine-KRas-G12V measured in TIRF microscopy.
their standard deviations.
The data shows no differences in the mean anisotropy values of HRas-wt,
HRas-G12V and cytosolic mCitrine within the standard deviations. However,
the general shape of the anisotropy distribution measured in conventional
wide field illumination differs. This might be caused by the increased back-
ground. Generally wide field measurements suffer from higher background
levels due to out of focus fluorescence. This effect is increased through the
thresholding step during data analysis as background fluorescence reduces
the signal-to-noise ratio.
In a next step KRas-wt and KRas-G12V were compared to cytosolic
mCitrine. The anisotropy distribution measured in conventional wide field
microscopy of both KRas-wt and KRas-G12V are shifted to higher anisot-
ropy values exceeding the anisotropy of freely diffusing mCitrine. However,
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of fluorescence anisotropy for monomeric Citrine,
mCitrine-tH and mCitrine-tK measured in TIRF microscopy.
again the mean values do not significantly differ from the mean anisotropy
of cytosolic mCitrine. This shift to higher values is not visible in TIRF mea-
surements. Generally, higher values exceeding the mCitrine control could
be explained by orientational effects caused by non freely diffusing proteins,
however these are more likely to appear in the plasma membrane than in the
cytosol and therefore TIRF measurements should be shifted to higher values.
Furthermore, mCitrine-tH and mCitrine-tK were investigated. tK is re-
ported to be distributed randomly over the plasma membrane whereas tH
is reported to show a non-random distribution [94]. The mean anisotropy
values show no significant difference. The anisotropy distribution of tK mea-
sured in conventional wide field is slightly shifted to higher anisotropy values.
However, this shift is not visible in the anisotropy distributions measured in
TIRF microscopy.
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of fluorescence anisotropy for monomeric Citrine,
mCitrine-tH and mCitrine-tK measured in wide field microscopy.
A comparison of wide field and TIRF measurements shows similar anisot-
ropy values. No significant differences are visible in both methods. However,
as mentioned earlier wide field measurements are more prone to skewing of
the anisotropy distribution.
The clustering of HRas is reported to mainly occur on the membrane
therefore cytosolic signal should lead to an increase in anisotropy. As no
absolute anisotropy values are recorded, the values measured in wide field
and TIRF cannot be directly compared.
Generally the anisotropy measurements are hampered by high noise levels,
making it difficult to interpret measurements. The standard error of the
measurements can be reduced by increasing the number of measurements,
however, high noise levels will limit this “high throughput” approach.
Although the measurement of absolute values is difficult, relative changes
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Table 4.5: Measured anisotropy values for monomeric Citrine, tH and tK in
TIRF and wide field microscopy.
mean anisotropy std mean anisotropy std
(TIRF) (TIRF) (wf) (wf)
monomeric Citrine 0.25 0.05 0.25 0.03
KRas-wt 0.23 0.05 0.24 0.04
KRas-G12V 0.23 0.05 0.26 0.04
can be observed with anisotropy microscopy. Therefore, relative changes on
a single cell level, for example changes of the spatial organization of HRas
upon stimulation with EGF, could possibly be observed.
Furthermore, orientation effects caused by non-random orientation of pro-
teins anchored in the plasma membrane have to be considered [28]. Non-
random orientation of proteins can bias measurements as the fluorophores
have to be aligned with the polarization of the excitation light to be excited
optimally. Photoselection of the fluorophores in anisotropy measurements
therefore has to be taken into account. To overcome the high noise levels
in ensemble measurements and to reduce orientation effects, measurements
can be carried out on a single molecule level. Anisotropy then reduces to a
measure of orientation of the molecules.
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Table 4.6: Measured anisotropy values in TIRF and conventional wide field
microscopy.
mean anisotropy std mean anisotropy std
(TIRF) (TIRF) (wf) (wf)
mCitrine 0.25 0.05 0.25 0.03
dCitrine 0.18 0.05 0.21 0.03
HRas-wt 0.23 0.05 0.24 0.04
HRas-G12V 0.23 0.05 0.24 0.05
KRas-wt 0.23 0.04 0.26 0.04
KRas-G12V 0.24 0.05 0.25 0.06
tH 0.23 0.05 0.24 0.04
tK 0.23 0.05 0.26 0.04
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5Single molecule measurements
by polarized TIRF
Anisotropy is a measure of the depolarization of an ensemble of molecules
caused by rotational diffusion or by FRET resulting from the dipole-dipole
interaction of single molecules in close proximity. The measurement of an-
isotropy reduces to a measure of orientation of the emission dipole moment
when carried out on a single molecule level, making it more appropriate to
talk about polarization or orientation measurements rather than anisotropy
measurements. In this chapter the possibilities for measuring molecule ori-
entations will be discussed.
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5.1 Materials and Methods
5.1.1 Acquisition of microscopy data
Orientation measurements of Pt-complex fibers
Platinum-complex was imaged with three different excitation polarizations.
For every polarization direction a single image was acquired with an expo-
sure time of 200 ms and an EM-Gain set to 200. Laser power was set to
3 mW (measured before the microscope objective) and kept constant over
all measurements. The Pt-complex was excited at 476 nm and a triple band
dichroic beam splitter (Z 405/473/561, AHF, Tu¨bingen) and laser rejection
filter (405/473/561, AHF, Tu¨bingen) were used for imaging.
Orientation measurement of single molecules
Data was acquired as a sequence of images under constant illumination. The
sample was excited at 568 nm and laser power was set to 10 mW (measured
at the back focal plane of the microscope objective). A triple band dichroic
beam splitter (Z 405/473/561, AHF, Tu¨bingen) and laser rejection filter
(405/473/561, AHF, Tu¨bingen) were used for imaging. An additional emis-
sion filter (HC 609/54, AHF, Tu¨bingen) was placed in the emission path.
5.1.2 Sample preparation
For the validation measurements a drop of the Pt-complex in solution was
dried on a cover glass, and imaged at an excitation wavelength of 476 nm.
The Pt-complex was provided by Dr. Christian Strassert (University of Mu¨nster).
For single molecule measurements glass bottomed tissue culture dishes
(MatTek, Ashland, MA, USA) were incubated for 5 minutes with Poly-L-
Lysine (PLL, 0.01% in PBS, Sigma, Schnelldorf, Germany), then washed
once with PBS and twice with ddH2O and dryed over night at room temper-
ature. To add Biotin on the surface, PLL coated slides were incubated for
30 minutes with EZ-Link Sulfo-NHS-Biotin (Thermo Scientific, Ulm, Ger-
many), washed 3 times with PBS. A 5 µL drop of labeled streptavidin was
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placed in the middle of a well and incubated for 5 minutes at room temper-
ature. Streptavidin and Atto 550 Biotin (both Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf,
Germany) were mixed in a 1:3 ratio with a streptavidin concentration of 10
or 20 fmol per 5 µL drop. Atto 565 labeled streptavidin (about 3-4 dye mol-
ecules per streptavidin) was provided by Michael Sonntag (TU Eindhoven,
Netherlands). Dishes were washed twice with PBS + 0.5% BSA and once
with PBS.
5.1.3 Data analysis
Parallel and perpendicular channels are registered and overlaid. Single mole-
cule data is analyzed by selecting a region of interest around each fluorescent
spot and plotting the total intensity within this region of interest against
the frame number. Bleaching of molecules is evident in these curves as a
step-wise decrease of the fluorescent signal. The intensity measured in the
parallel and perpendicular channels shows a cosine squared dependency on
the orientation of the molecule relative to the measured directions. The angle
Θ in a two dimensional plane with base vectors oriented along I‖ and I⊥ is
then given by
Θ = arctan
(√
I⊥
I‖
)
(5.1)
5.2 Validation measurements
To show the capability to resolve orientation by polarization measurements,
a suitable test sample is needed. A Platinum complex [105] was chosen for
validation measurements as its signal exceeds that from single fluorescent
molecules by far and at the same time shows a strongly polarized emission.
Therefore, the Pt-complex is ideally suited for validation measurements. It
forms fibers of 8 nm in diameter that show a strongly polarized emission.
The Platinum(II)-complex belongs to the group of phosphorescent heavy
metal complexes. The electronic charge shifts from a molecular orbit with
a metal like character to a molecular orbit with a ligand like character and
is thus called a metal-to-ligand-charge-transfer-complex (MLCT-complex).
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In the case of the Pt(II)-complex used in this thesis the electronic charge
shifts from a Pt-Pt bond in its triplet state to a molecular orbit with a
ligand like character and is therefore called 3MMLCT. For an in-depth review
of the underlying processes of luminiscent Platinum complexes and their
synthesis the reader is referred to [30, 37, 2, 115]. The Platinum-complex
used in the present work was excited at 476 nm with an emission maximum
of 580 nm. Figure 5.1 shows an electron microscopy image of such fibers and
their emission spectra.
Figure 5.1: (a,b) Electron microscopy images of a single fiber. (c, d, e)
Fluorescence microscopy images of fibers. (f) Emission spectra of single and
tangled fibers. Reprinted with permission from reference [105]. Copyright
(2011) Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
5.2.1 Measurement of orientation of Pt-Complex fibers
To validate the possibility to resolve molecular orientations with the micro-
scope presented in this thesis, a platinum complex was imaged. This complex
forms thin fibers of 8 nm in diameter and shows a polarized emission as well
as a strong dependency on the excitation light polarization due to photo
selection. Therefore, these samples can be used to probe the possibility to
resolve orientations on the emission side as well as to probe the polarization
of the TIRF field.
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The Platinum complex is imaged with three different excitation polariza-
tions in TIRF:
1. In-plane linearly polarized light, subsequently referred to as x-polarization.
2. In-plane linearly polarized light rotated by 90◦, subsequently referred
to as y-polarization.
3. z-polarized light, with a main component along the optical axis. This
polarization state has a small y-component but no x-component.
Figure 5.2(a) shows a Pt-fiber excited with linearly polarized light im-
aged in TIRF. The left channel shows the emission polarization parallel to
the excitation light and the right channel shows the emission polarization
perpendicular to the excitation light.
An overlay of the two channels (see Figure 5.2(b)) shows the differences
in both channels. If the fiber is oriented along the y-axis (perpendicular
to the excitation light polarization) the signal vanishes almost completely
in the channel parallel to the excitation polarization and is maximal in the
perpendicular channel. If the fiber is oriented in x-direction the emission pol-
arization changes from mainly y-polarized light to mainly x-polarized light.
By rotating the polarization of the incident light and moving the beam
in the back focal plane of the microscope, the polarization of the TIRF field
was rotated by 90◦ in the sample plane resulting in purely y-polarized light.
Figure 5.3(b) shows the resulting image for the fiber imaged before. Note that
by rotating the excitation light, the parallel and perpendicular channels are
switched. The fiber oriented along the y-axis results in parallel polarized light
and x-orientations of the fiber result in light being polarized perpendicular
to the incident light polarization. Thus, measuring the emission polarization
becomes a measure of orientation of the Pt-complex.
The excitation beam is then adjusted to generate a TIRF field with a main
polarization component along the optical axis and a minor y-component.
This is done by moving the beam to its original position in the back focal
plane and rotating the polarization by 90◦. The resulting image is shown
in Figure 5.4(a). The left channel corresponds to a purely perpendicular
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Orientation imaging of a Platinum complex. (a) A platinum
fiber is imaged. The left channel shows the emission polarization parallel to
the excitation light. The right channel shows the emission polarization per-
pendicular to the excitation light polarization. (b) An overlay of the parallel
(red) and perpendicular (green) channels. The inset shows a high magnifi-
cation view of the boxed region. Scale bars are 10 µm and 500 nm in the
inset.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Orientation imaging of a Platinum complex, with the excitation
light polarization rotated by 90◦. (a) The left channel shows the emission
polarization perpendicular to the excitation light. The right channel shows
the emission polarization parallel to the excitation light polarization. (b) An
overlay of the parallel (green) and perpendicular (red) channels. The inset
shows a high magnification view of the boxed region. Scale bars are 10 µm and
500 nm in the inset.
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channel, it images the x-component of the polarization. The right chan-
nel shows the y-component of the polarization and is thus parallel to the
minor y-component of the excitation light. Both channels show the fiber
and all possible fiber orientations are visible. However, the overlay shows
that y-components of the fiber dominate in the y-polarized channel. This is
in agreement with the measurement where the excitation light was linearly
polarized in y-direction. Thus, the preferred excitation of horizontal fiber
components is caused by the y-component of the excitation light. It has to
be noted that molecules oriented along the optical axis (z-orientation) will
contribute to both channels x and y due to the high numerical aperture of
the objective [45, 110].
5.3 Orientation measurement of single mole-
cules
On a single molecule level orientation polarization imaging is simplified as the
polarization of the emission light of a single molecule does not depend on the
excitation light polarization. The excitation light polarization determines the
excitation probability and is measured on the emission side by the number
of photons emitted per time [77]. However, the orientation of the molecule
results in different relative contributions to the parallel and perpendicular
channel. The method presented here is based on a method published earlier
for dpi-fluorescence [54] and is capable of measuring a projection of the 3d
orientation on to a 2d-plane, where I⊥ and I‖, the intensities measured in the
perpendicular and parallel channel, are the base vectors. Due to the rotation
symmetry only angles between 0◦and 90◦can be determined, however the
relative orientation of two molecules can be inferred with this method.
Figure 5.5(a) shows the intensity of the fluorescence signal measured in
the parallel and perpendicular channels for a typical 1000 frame acquisition.
The bleaching steps of the dye molecules are visible in both channels and
result in a drop of the total intensity. Figure 5.5(a) shows bleaching steps in
frame 44, 132 and 256. At frame 310 another molecule appears and bleaches
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Orientation imaging of a Platinum complex. (a) A platinum fiber
is imaged with out-of-plane polarization. The left channel shows the emission
polarization purely perpendicular to the excitation light. The lower channel
shows the emission polarization which is parallel to the excitation light minor
polarization component. (b) An overlay of the y- (red) and x-channel (green).
The inset shows a high magnification view of the boxed region. Scale bars are
10 µm and 500 nm in the inset.
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in frame 345.
The average orientation can be calculated according to equation (5.1) and
is plotted Figure 5.5(b). Assuming that each bleaching step corresponds to
the bleaching of a single molecule and neglecting reorientation and energy
transfer between the fluorophores, the number of fluorophores as well as the
relative orientation in a 2d plane can be calculated. For a measurement
with two bleaching steps, assuming that each bleaching step corresponds to
a single molecule, the intensities measured in the parallel and perpendicular
channels are given by:
I‖ = I01 cos2 (Θ1) + I02 cos2 (Θ2) , (5.2a)
I⊥ = I01 sin2 (Θ1) + I02 sin2 (Θ2) , (5.2b)
with I01 and I02 being the excitation probability of each molecule and Θ1 and
Θ2 being the angle between the emission dipole of a molecule and axis de-
fined by the parallel polarization channel. The excitation probability shows
a cosine squared dependency on the angle between the excitation light pol-
arization and the absorption dipole moment of the molecule [52]. Assuming
that the emission and absorption dipole moments are parallel, this leads to:
I‖ ∝ cos4 (Θ1) + cos4 (Θ2) , (5.3a)
I⊥ ∝ cos2 (Θ1) sin2 (Θ1) + cos2 (Θ2) sin2 (Θ2) . (5.3b)
Note that any effects on the excitation probability other than the angle be-
tween absorption dipole moment and the excitation light polarization are
neglected here.
The orientation of one of the two molecules can be calculated in a straight-
forward manner after photobleaching the other molecule by equation (5.1).
To calculate the orientation of the second molecule, the intensity after a
bleaching step has to be subtracted from the intensity measured before the
bleaching step in each channel. The resulting intensity is then the intensity
emitted by a single molecule and thus its orientation can be calculated. How-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: (a) A typical stepwise bleaching experiment. Streptavidin labeled
with Atto 565 was imaged for 1000 frames. The plot shows the fluorescence
intensity measured in the parallel (blue) and perpendicular (red) channel for
a single streptavidin molecule plotted against the frame number. Bleaching
steps of single Atto 565 molecules are visible at frames 44, 132 and 256. A
molecule appears on frame 310 and vanishes in frame 345. (b) The calculated
orientation plotted for the first 250 frames.
ever, this method assumes that no energy transfer occurs between molecules.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the bleaching steps found for a different set of mol-
ecules. Initially the molecules show strong blinking, before stabilizing to a
constant signal. The parallel channel shows a clear drop in intensity, however
the intensity in the perpendicular channel increases when the total intensity
decreases. Reorientation of molecules at the exact moment of bleaching is
unlikely, and the only possible source for an increase in one polarization chan-
nel is energy transfer between molecules. As the total intensity should not
be affected by the reorientation of the molecule, it is very likely that the loss
of energy transfer upon bleaching of one fluorophore leads to an increase in
the perpendicular channel. The efficiency of FRET between two molecules is
given by equation (2.9) and is the same for both molecules. The excitation
probability of a single molecule depends on its position but also on its ori-
entation relative to the excitation polarization. The excitation probability
of two molecules undergoing FRET can thus be different and, although the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: homo-FRET in single molecule orientation imaging. (a) Example
of FRET in a stepwise bleaching experiment of single molecules. Streptavidin
labeled with Atto 565 is imaged for 1000 frames (Frames from 1 to 150 shown
here). A bleaching step is visible at frame number 140 in the parallel signal.
(b) Orientation calculated for the shown curve.
FRET efficiency is the same for the two molecules, the absolute energy trans-
fer from one molecule to another can be different resulting in a net energy
transfer different from zero.
The net energy transfer leads to a change in the relative contributions in
the parallel and perpendicular channels from the two molecules and equations
(5.3a) and (5.3b) have to be modified. Each term has to be extended by
an additive term resulting from the energy transfer to the molecule and a
subtractive term resulting from the energy transfer from the molecule:
I‖ ∝ (1− E)
(
cos4 Θ1 + cos
4 Θ2
)
+ 2E cos2 Θ1 cos
2 Θ2, (5.4a)
I⊥ ∝ (1− E)
(
sin2 Θ1 cos
2 Θ1 + sin
2 Θ2 cos
2 Θ2
)
+ E
(
sin2 Θ1 cos
2 Θ2 + sin
2 Θ2 cos
2 Θ1
)
. (5.4b)
The orientation of one of these molecules can still be calculated after
photo-bleaching of the other molecule, since the FRET vanishes. However
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to calculate the orientation of the other molecule, the FRET efficiency E,
which in fact depends on the relative angle between the two molecules, has
to be known.
Therefore, in the presence of FRET, the relative angle between the mole-
cules cannot be calculated easily. Furthermore, the effect of FRET is depen-
dent on the absolute orientation of the pair of molecules, making it difficult
to even derive qualitative conclusions about the relative orientation of the
molecules from the measurement of a single pair. Neglecting the influence of
FRET on the orientation, the angle Θ can be calculated for each bleaching
step for this data, resulting in a relative orientation of the two molecules of
Θ1 −Θ2 = 13◦.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter discusses the possibilities for deducing molecule orientations in a
2d plane from polarization measurements. To validate the proper functioning
of the microscope, a Pt-complex which forms fibers of 8 nm thickness was
imaged. The Pt-fibers show a strongly polarized emission, and it could be
shown that the emission polarization depends on the orientation of the fiber
within the sample. Rotation of the excitation light polarization resulted in
the excitation of a different subset of molecules. However, the dependency
of emission polarization on the orientation of the Pt-fiber was still visible.
Orientation measurements were then carried out on a single molecule
level. In single molecule measurements the emission polarization is not in-
fluenced by the polarization of the excitation light as only a single molecule
with a fixed dipole moment contributes to the signal. To measure relative
orientations of multiple fluorophores, bleaching experiments were carried out.
The fluorescence intensity of streptavidin labeled with up to four Atto 565
molecules was recorded upon constant illumination over an extended time.
Fluorescent molecules were then subsequently bleached and the orientation of
single molecules calculated. However, we show that the orientation measure-
ments are hampered by FRET between multiple fluorophores and relative
orientations can only be calculated if the FRET efficiency is known.
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To circumvent the influence of FRET on the measurements, we propose
fluorescence excitation on the red edge of the excitation spectrum of the
fluorophores. Red edge excitation eliminates FRET [104] allowing for the
calculation of the proper relative orientations. Using an alternating excita-
tion scheme with an excitation wavelength close to the maximum absorption
of the fluorophore and an excitation wavelength at the red-edge of the ab-
sorption spectrum the presence of homo-FRET on a single molecule level
could possibly be detected and eliminated.
6Application to super-resolution
by localization microscopy
Super-resolution localization microscopy methods, such as PALM and STORM,
use the sparse fluorescence of single molecules in an active state to determine
their positions with an accuracy exceeding the diffraction limit of light. Re-
peated switching of different molecules to the on-state and localization of
each molecule is then used to construct a super-resolved image. Single fluo-
rescent molecules are optimally excited when their absorption dipole moment
is aligned with the polarization direction of the excitation light. This can
bias anisotropy and orientation measurements of non-randomly distributed
molecules.
This chapter will discuss the influence of photo-selection on standard
PALM measurements and possible excitation schemes to reduce any bias by
non-randomly oriented molecules.
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6.1 Materials and Methods
6.1.1 Acquisition of microscopy data
Photobleaching of one polarization component
The sample was excited and activated first in TIRF with the evanescent field
of the activation and excitation light polarized in-plane using an s-polarized
incident beam. For this, the polarization of the activation was aligned to the
polarization of the excitation light. Differences in the polarization state of the
two lasers are reduced by a linear polarizer (11 in Figure 3.1). A non optimal
alignment of the polarization direction of the two lasers leads therefore to a
reduction of the laser power, but does not change the polarization direction
of the laser light.
The sample was activated and excited continuously. The excitation at
568 nm was kept constant at 30 mW (measured at the backfocal plane of the
microscope). The activation at 405 nm was set to 20 µW to activate only
a sparse subset of molecules. The activation power was increased during
measurements to keep the activation rate of molecules constant. Imaging
was carried on until no further molecules appeared upon activation at high
activation powers of 10 mW. Then the activation and excitation of molecules
was paused for ten minutes, to allow molecules in a long lived dark state to
return to the ground state. Imaging was then carried out for another 4000
frames. If no significant increase in activation of molecules was visible after
resuming the imaging, the polarization of the incidence light was rotated by
90◦. The rotation of the polarization from s- to p-polarized light results in
a change of the evanescent field polarization from in-plane polarization to a
mainly z-polarized activation and excitation field. Imaging was carried on
until no further fluorophores appeared.
Standard PALM measurements
The initial polarization of the evanescent field was set to a mainly z-polarized
field. A set of 32000 images was acquired which resulted in approximately
700000 localizations. After imaging the 32000 frames the polarization was
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rotated by 90◦ to purely in-plane linear polarization. Another 32000 frames
were recorded which again resulted in approximately 700000 localizations.
The sample was excited with laser light at 568 nm and the intensity was kept
constant at 30 mW (measured at the backfocal plane of the microscope). The
activation at 405 nm was set to 20 µW and kept constant throughout the
measurement.
Anisotropy/orientation measurements
Experiments were carried out on the setup described before, no further
changes are necessary. Essentially, the data acquired for investigating the in-
fluence of photo-selection on super-resolution by localization measurements
can be used to calculate anisotropy and orientation values for single mole-
cules.
The sample was excited and activated first in TIRF with the evanes-
cent field of the activation and excitation light polarized out-of-plane using
p-polarized incident beams. During the measurements the sample was acti-
vated continuously and read out with 568 nm excitation in parallel.
6.1.2 Sample preparation
REF52 cells were seeded in two well LabTek chambers (Nunc, Germany)
and incubated at 37◦C and 5% CO2 for 48h. The cells were transiently
transfected with mEos2-actin using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, USA)
at 95% confluency. After overnight expression cells were fixed with 3% PFA
(EMS) for 30 minutes. The medium was then replaced with PBS.
Neuro2a cells were seeded in MatTek dishes (Nunc, Germany) and incu-
bated over night at at 37◦C and 5% CO2. The cells were then transfected
with mEos-β-actin and RacQ61L using X-treme-Gene 9 transfection reagent
(PAN Biotech GmbH, Germany) and incubated for further 24 hours. Cells
were then fixed with PFA and washed.
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6.1.3 Data analysis
Data analysis was performed with rapidSTORM [117]. The rapidSTORM
algorithm starts by finding maxima in a noise reduced image [116]. Flu-
orophore positions are then determined by nonlinear least squares fitting.
Only fluorophores emitting at least 200 photons were fitted. The lower limit
was set to 200 photons as a single photoswitchable fluorescent protein is re-
ported to emit around 500 photons on average [92]. Split equally into two
channels this results in 250 photons per channel. Positions determined by
rapidSTORM were saved and then analyzed further using custom written
MATLAB scripts.
To determine the anisotropies and orientations of single molecules the
intensity values at the positions of single molecules were read out of the
image data. This was done by addressing each localization and selecting a
region of interest around each molecule in the spatially matched channels.
The region of interest was chosen to be a box of 3 pixels in each direction
corresponding to a square with an edge length of 300 nm in the sample
space. Each region of interest was then background corrected and in case of
the perpendicular channel multiplied by a previously determined G-factor.
Background correction was done by selecting four squares of 4-by-4 pixels
next to the region of interest of the molecule. The standard deviation of
each of the four squares was calculated. The region of interest with the
smallest standard deviation is most likely not hampered by the fluorescence
signal. The mean value of this region of interest was then calculated and
subtracted from each pixel of the fluorescence signal. The sum intensity
of the fluorescence signal was than determined in each region of interest.
Anisotropy values were then calculated according to equation (2.21).
Anisotropy on a single molecule level becomes a measure of orientation
and the measured intensities in the parallel and perpendicular channel can
be used to calculate molecular orientations in a 2d-plane as described in the
previous chapter.
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6.2 Photoactivated localization microscopy
Conventional light microscopy is limited due to the diffraction of light to a
resolution of approximately half the wavelength of the light used for imaging
[56]. In fluorescence microscopy this limit is given by the emission wave-
length of the fluorophores. To bypass this limit PALM microscopy makes use
of photoactivatable or photoswitchable fluorescent proteins. By switching a
small subset of fluorophores to an on-state only a few molecules will fluoresce
during an imaging cycle and the mean distance between each fluorescent mo-
lecule will be much larger than the diffraction limit of light. The position
of a single molecule can then be determined with an accuracy much higher
than the diffraction limit. By sequentially switching and imaging all mole-
cules the position of every molecule can be determined and a super-resolved
image can be generated out of the measured positions. Figure 6.1(a) shows
the image of mEOS-actin generated by summing all images of a PALM-stack
which is equivalent to a standard widefield image. Figure 6.1(b) shows the
superresolution image where the localization of each molecule is represented
as a single pixel of 10 nm in size.
The localization precision for each molecule can be calculated according
to equation (2.15). The distribution of the localization precision is shown
in Figure 6.3. It has to be noted, that equation 2.15 only gives a theoret-
ical lower limit for the localization precision of a single fluorophore taking
into account only the camera dark noise. Generally, measurements in cells are
hampered by higher noise levels due to autofluorescence of the cells[119, 118].
The measured localization precision of x = 20 nm ± 7 nm exceeds the res-
olution limit given by equation (2.13) of 250 nm (λ = 595 nm, NA = 1.45)
by a factor of 12.5. However, as described in chapter 2.2.2 the localization
precision cannot be directly compared to the resolution limit in conventional
light microscopy. The labeling density and the spatial distribution of the
fluorescent molecules has to be taken into account, making the localization
precision not suitable as a resolution measure in localization microscopy [90].
Standard PALM measurements do not take into account the molecule
orientation. Activation and excitation of molecules depend on their axial po-
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Actin filaments labeled with mEos2. (a) Diffraction limited wide
field image generated by summing a series of 24000 images of a PALM-stack.
(b) Corresponding PALM image. Note that for better visibility an inverted
look up table is used. Scale bar is 1 µm. Profiles along the marked yellow
lines are shown in Figure 6.2.
sitions and on their orientations relative to the polarization of the excitation
light and thus the imaging probability of molecules varies from molecule to
molecule, hampering localization based measurements in TIRF. So far, pol-
arization in photoactivated localization microscopy was only investigated in
conventional wide field excitation [47]. The unique properties of the polariza-
tion state of the evanescent field in total internal reflection microscopy allow
the generation of an excitation field with an arbitrary polarization state, in-
cluding polarization components along the optical axis. At the same time the
low penetration depth of the evanescent field in TIRF microscopy is ideally
suited for investigating plasma membrane proteins.
6.3 Polarized excitation
In the previous chapter we have seen that the Pt-complex emits polarized
light and that the polarization of the emission light depends on the polariza-
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: Intensity profile of Actin filaments of Figure 6.1 . (a) Intensity
profile of wide field image generated by summing a series PALM-stacks. (b)
Intensity profile of the corresponding PALM image.
tion of the excitation light, suggesting that different molecules contribute to
the emission signal depending on their orientation relative to the polarization
of the excitation light.
Photoactivated localization microscopy is a single molecule technique
where molecules are activated and excited by the irradiation with light of
two different wavelengths. In each step, activation and excitation, light is
absorbed and each molecule undergoes photo-selection. Therefore, the align-
ment of the transition dipole moments of the molecules with the polarization
of the activation and excitation light has to be considered.
To investigate the effect of photo-selection on standard PALM measure-
ments two different experiments are carried out:
1. The sample is imaged with y-polarized light for a fixed number of im-
ages. Before the sample is bleached the polarization is rotated to z
polarization.
2. The sample is bleached with y-polarized light. The sample is imaged
with z-polarized light afterwards.
To measure the effect of the excitation polarization on a standard PALM
measurement a sample which is typically used for super-resolution imaging
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of the localization precision found for each localiza-
tion of Figure 6.1(b).
has been chosen. Actin is often used as a sample for super-resolution imag-
ing as it shows a clear structure where the increased resolution offers the
possibility to separate nearby filaments [23, 64]. At the same time actin fila-
ments labeled with organic dyes have been shown to exert strong fluorescence
anisotropy [75].
6.3.1 Standard PALM measurements
PALM and STORM images are usually taken without completely bleaching
the sample. Measurements are carried out until the structures of interest are
visible and resolved. To test standard PALM measurements for the depen-
dency on the excitation light polarization, a PALM image is taken with one
polarization direction. The excitation polarization is rotated by 90◦ after the
acquisition of a sufficient number of frames to reconstruct a super-resolution
image.
Figure 6.4(a) shows the reconstructed image of mEos2-actin after imaging
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for 32000 frames with mainly z-polarized excitation light. Figure 6.4(b) shows
the same sample excited with purely in plane (y) polarized excitation light.
No clear differences are visible, suggesting that the excitation with differ-
ent polarization components will not qualitatively affect the measurement.
However, PALM measurements can also be carried out until all fluorescent
molecules are bleached. Using polarized excitation light then might lead to
bleaching of one sub-population of molecules.
6.3.2 Photobleaching of one polarization component
Figure 6.5(a) shows the reconstructed PALM image of a mEos2-actin sample
recorded with in-plane polarized excitation light. The reconstruction is made
out of a short image sequence of 2000 frames. The sample was imaged for
further 104000 frames until no fluorophores appeared upon activation and
excitation. The polarization was then rotated to light polarized along the
optical axis of the microscope. Figure 6.5(b) shows the same cell excited with
out of plane polarization. Even though the sample was bleached completely
with in plane polarized excitation light, there are still fluorescence molecules
left which could be activated and imaged using z-polarized excitation light.
This suggests that polarized excitation and activation in PALM measure-
ments lead to an activation and excitation of only a subset of molecules.
However, this effect can hardly be detected in conventional PALM imaging.
To further investigate the effect of photo-selection on PALM measurements
it is necessary to measure the emission polarization of single molecules.
6.4 Polarized emission
The measurement of the fluorescence signal in the parallel and perpendicular
channels allows us to calculate anisotropy values for single molecules [46] and
also to investigate the influence of photo-selection on these measurements.
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(a) z-polarization with small x-component (b) In-plane polarization of excitation light
along y-direction.
Figure 6.4: A mEos2-actin sample imaged with excitation light polarization
oriented along the optical axis (z) of the microscope and in-plane polarized
excitation light. The sum of the perpendicular and parallel channel are shown
here. Scale bars are 5 µm. Note that for better visibility an inverted gray
scale look up table is used.
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(a) In-plane polarization of excitation light
along y-direction.
(b) z-polarization with small x-component
Figure 6.5: A mEos2-actin sample imaged with in-plane polarized excitation
light and excitation light oriented along the optical axis (z) of the microscope.
The sum of the perpendicular and parallel channels were analyzed. Scale bars
are 5 µm.
6.4.1 Orientation measurements in photoactivated lo-
calization microscopy
Figure 6.6 shows the anisotropy image of a PALM measurement of mEos2-
actin measured for 2000 frames. The image was recorded with the polariza-
tion of the TIRF being linearly polarized in the sample plane (y-direction).
The inset shows the distribution of measured anisotropies. The anisotropy
histogram is skewed with a maximum at rmax = 0.6 and is in agreement
with measured anisotropy distributions known from literature [46]. Maxima
at the very edges of the distribution might result from the overlay of the
parallel and perpendicular channels during the calculation the fluorescence
anisotropy and the translation of one channel to match the other one.
To further investigate the effect of photo-selection on polarized PALM
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Figure 6.6: Anisotropy measurements in PALM of mEOS2-actin. The inset
shows the anisotropy distribution for mEos2-actin
measurements the polarization of the TIRF field is rotated to z-polarized
light. However, for the measurement with z-polarized incident light anisot-
ropy is not well suited, as it makes the alignment of the detection polarizers
with the excitation polarization necessary. For obvious reasons this is not
possible, for a TIRF field which is polarized along the optical axis. Therefore,
the 2d-orientation of single molecules is preferred over anisotropy measure-
ments.
Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of 2d molecular orientations for y-
polarized excitation light. The distribution is skewed with a maximum at
Θ = 30◦. The skewed distribution is a strong hint for a non-random distri-
bution of excited molecules.
In any distribution of molecules, photo-selection leads to preferred exci-
tation of molecules with a dipole moment aligned parallel with the excitation
light. For a random distribution the measured orientations are equally dis-
tributed around the preferred excitation axis resulting in a symmetric distri-
bution. However, for a non-random distribution the measured histogram will
be skewed as the number of orientations is not equally distributed around
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Figure 6.7: Orientation measurements in PALM with an in-plane polarized
(y-direction) TIRF-field. The figure shows the 2d orientation of the molecules.
The inset shows the distribution of molecule orientations.
the preferred excitation axis.
Figure 6.8 shows the orientation PALM image for the TIRF-field being
polarized along the optical axis. The distribution of molecular orientations is
skewed, however the maximum of the distribution can now be found around
Θ = 55◦.
The skewing of the orientation distribution suggests again a non-random
distribution of excited molecules. However, the shift of the maxima in the
distributions from in-plane to out-of-plane polarized excitation suggests that
a different subset of molecules is excited by this polarization state.
In a further experiment Neuro2a cells stimulated with RacQ61L were
used. These cells contain clearly separated actin structures of defined ori-
entations. Figure 6.9(a) shows a wide field image of such a cell. This cell
contains filopodia at the cell periphery that are perpendicularly oriented to
the leading edge of the cell. Internal arcs are visible that are parallel to the
leading edge. In the lamellipodium a mixture of orientations is visible.
Figure 6.9(b) shows the corresponding PALM image with the molecule
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Figure 6.8: Orientation measurements in PALM with an out-of-plane po-
larized (z-direction) TIRF-field. The figure shows the 2d orientation of the
molecules. The inset shows the distribution of molecule orientations.
orientations being color encoded. The excitation light was chosen to be
polarized along the optical axis, so that no preferential excitation in the
imaged xy-plane would occur. The differently oriented actin filaments show
no clear difference in the molecule orientations. A histogram of the molecule
orientations (Figure 6.10) shows a distribution centered at 45◦. The peak
at 45◦ could result from the averaging over all molecules. However, the
PALM image shows no differences in the orientations of single molecules from
differently oriented actin filaments making the determined histogram unlikely
to suffer from averaging effects over the whole field of view. More likely is
an averaging effect for each single molecule, assuming that the fluorescent
protein is not fused rigidly to actin this might result in a wobbling of the
fluorescent molecule. Such a flexible link between the fluorescent molecule
and the molecule of interest will prevent a measure of orientation which can
be directly related to the orientation of actin molecules within actin filaments.
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(a) Conventional TIRF image. (b) Orientation measurement in PALM
Figure 6.9: Neuro2a-cell with mEos2-β-actin imaged in conventional (a)
TIRF and (b) super resolution microscopy. (b) shows the molecule orientations
encoded by color. Please note that the left side of the cell is slightly out of
focus. This leads to less localizations found in this area. The scale bar in (a)
is 5 µm.
6.5 Conclusion
This chapter discusses the capability of deducing molecule orientations in
super-resolution by localization microscopy and discusses the influence of
the excitation light polarization on such measurements.
PALM images were taken with different polarization states of the TIRF
field. It could be shown that even after bleaching with one polarization state
a small fraction of fluorophores could still be activated and excited with
the excitation polarization rotated by 90◦. Then, a typical PALM image
was acquired with two different polarization states. Minor differences were
visible for the two different excitation polarization states, therefore showing
the influence of photo-selection on PALM imaging.
Photo-selection of fluorophores in super-resolution by localization micros-
copy is of special interest, as these microscopy techniques are essentially single
molecule imaging techniques which aim for quantitative microscopy. In its
simplest form this would be counting of single fluorescent molecules, which
can be hampered by photo-selection.
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Figure 6.10: Histogram of molecule orientations in Figure 6.9(b).
To further investigate the influence of the excitation light polarization on
the imaged molecules, the polarized emission of single fluorophores was used
to determine anisotropy values and molecule orientations. First, molecular
anisotropies were measured. However, to infer the excitation polarization
the measure of anisotropy is not suited well. In anisotropy measurements
the emission polarization has to be aligned with the excitation polarization,
which is not possible for a polarization state along the optical axis of a mi-
croscope. Anisotropy is well suited as a measure of depolarization of the
fluorescence emission of an ensemble of molecules. Therefore, orientation
measurements were used to infer the influence of photo-selection on single
molecules. It could be shown, that a non-random distribution of fluorophores
can result in a biased distribution of orientations. If one would like to cir-
cumvent this bias, the z-polarization of a TIRF field can be used.
To eliminate any biased excitation in TIRF it is necessary to generate a
TIRF field with polarization components in x-,y- and z direction. A TIRF
field with at least two major excitation components can be generated by
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using circularly polarized excitation light or linear excitation light polarized
at 45◦ thus using a composition of s- and p-polarized incident light. To
introduce a third polarization component two circularly polarized excitation
beams can be used. These beams could be moved to different positions in
the backfocal plane of the microscope and generate all three polarization
components. Also, a movement of the excitation beam along a circle in the
backfocal plane with circularly polarized light, a temporal sampling of all
polarization states, is possible.
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7Conclusion and outlook
7.1 Conclusion
We have developed a microscopy system that is capable of measuring fluores-
cence anisotropy in ensemble measurements as well as on a single molecule
level in total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. TIRF al-
lows a high selectivity in the axial direction due to its low penetration depth
and greatly reduces background fluorescence from out of focus signals [13].
Therefore TIRF microscopy is optimally suited for investigating the basal
plasma membrane of cells.
To control the polarization of the evanescent field a commercially available
microscope body was extended by coupling three lasers equipped with a half
wave plate to the microscope. The polarization of each laser was aligned
with respect to each other and the polarization axis of the three lasers was
rotated to achieve a purely in-plane linear polarization or an out-of-plane
polarization of the evanescent field within the sample space.
On the emission side the microscope was extended by a home built image
splitter, splitting the emission light into parallel and perpendicular polarized
light with respect to the excitation beam. The system was equipped with
an EM-CCD camera sensitive enough to image single fluorescent molecules.
However, it was shown that the used EM-CCD camera is not optimally suited
for ensemble measurements as it shows smearing. Anisotropy measurements
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are sensitive to small changes of the background and are therefore hampered
by the smearing of the EM-CCD camera.
Measurements of a fluorescence anisotropy standard in conventional wide
field illumination validated the proper functionality of the microscope. Mea-
surements of cells transfected with a fluorescent protein in the cytosol in
TIRF gave identical results as in conventional wide field illumination, vali-
dating the performance of the system in TIRF.
However, the measurements of the fluorescence anisotropy standard high-
lighted a known drawback of anisotropy measurements using high numerical
aperture objectives: High NA objectives lead to a reduction of measured an-
isotropy values due to mixing of polarization components [96]. This leads to
a reduction of the dynamical range in fluorescence anisotropy measurements
with high NA-objectives.
As a biological application for ensemble measurements, the small GTPase
Ras was investigated. Both conventional far field illumination and TIRF
measurements were performed on HRas, KRas and their constitutively ac-
tive mutants HRas-G12V and KRas-G12V as well as their membrane anchors
tK and tH. The high standard deviations of the measurements prevent a clear
conclusion about the spatial organization of the observed Ras variants. How-
ever, the anisotropy distributions measured in TIRF show less skewing than
measurements in conventional wide field microscopy. Standard deviations are
comparable in both microscopy techniques for membrane proteins, the an-
isotropy of cytosolic Citrine shows lower standard deviations for conventional
wide field illumination. This is expected as the intensity of cytosolic fluo-
rophores is much smaller on the plasma membrane as in the cytosol leading
to higher signal to noise levels in far field excitation than in TIRF microscopy.
On a single molecule level anisotropy becomes a measure of orientation
[54]. The capability of imaging orientations by polarization measurements
was shown by imaging a Platinum(II)-complex [105]. Imaging of single
Atto565 molecules bound to streptavidin was shown. It was shown that with
the present setup it is possible to visualize homoFRET on a single molecule
level. To our knowledge single molecule homoFRET has not been shown
before.
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Then localization microscopy measurements on actin were carried out. It
was shown that the microscope localization precision exceeds the diffraction
limit of light. Polarization measurements in PALM were carried out for
the first time in TIRF microscopy. The results are in good agreement with
[47]. The excitation polarization was then changed from purely linear in-
plane polarization to out-of-plane polarization resulting in an evanescent field
which is polarized mainly along the optical axis. It could be shown that
photobleaching with one polarization component does not photobleach all
molecules. After rotation of the excitation polarization molecules were still
activatable and fluorescent. The emission polarization was measured for
different polarization states of the excitation field. The emission polarization
of a single molecule is a measure of molecule orientations. It was shown that
a different subset of molecules is excited after rotating the polarization of the
evanescent field.
Super-resolution by localization microscopy measurements are essentially
wide field measurements that use conventional far field excitation or the
evanescent field in total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. Usually,
the polarization of the excitation is not taken into account in these measure-
ments. However, usually lasers are used as light sources that are linearly
polarized resulting in a polarized excitation field. The polarization of the
excitation light can bias fluorescence measurements. This is of special in-
terest as single molecule measurements aim for the quantitative analysis of
the spatial organization and distribution of molecules [49, 16, 8, 81]. Biasing
these measurements by the use of polarized excitation light might lead to
false conclusions.
7.2 Outlook
Ensemble measurements
No clear differences were visible in ensemble measurements for the chosen
biological applications. This was caused by the large spread of anisotropy
distributions. One reason for this might be the use of an EM-CCD camera
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that is not optimally suited for anisotropy measurements. The smearing of
the EM-CCD camera leads to an increased background, however, ensemble
measurements do not require the use of highly sensitive EM-CCD cameras
and can be carried out with a camera less prone to inducing background
noise.
The setup is also used for single molecule localization experiments that
need an effective pixel size of 100 nm therefore the image will be oversampled.
Oversampling increases the noise per pixel in ensemble measurements. This
is not necessary for ensemble measurements, larger pixel sizes could be used.
Furthermore, the use of a high NA objective lowers the dynamic range of
fluorescence anisotropy measurements. An objective type TIRF setup was
chosen due to accessibility of the sample and ease of use, however this setup
makes use of a high NA objective. In principle a prism type TIRF setup
could be used with a low NA objective. In an objective type TIRF setup
the NA could also be artificially reduced on the emission side by placing a
pinhole in the Fourier plane of the image. The pinhole would act as a low
pass and block high spatial frequency components, thus reducing the NA of
the objective.
Single molecule measurements
It was shown that the polarization can be used to determine molecular orien-
tations. However, when two molecules are in close vicinity FRET can occur.
In the presence of FRET the FRET efficiency has to be known to calculate
the relative orientation of two molecules. To suppress FRET, fluorescence
could be excited at the red-edge of the absorption spectrum of a fluorophore,
thereby reducing the spectral overlap of donor and acceptor molecule. We
propose an alternating excitation at the absorption maximum and at the red-
edge of the absorption spectrum of the fluorophores in use. While excitation
at the absorption maximum will be hampered by homoFRET the excitation
at the red-edge will not show any FRET [104]. Two time traces can then
be recorded, differences in these time traces are then caused by the presence
of FRET. The measurement will then allow the direct observation of ho-
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moFRET, calculation of the homoFRET efficiency on a single molecule level
and calculation of the relative orientation of multiple fluorophores. However,
excitation at the red edge of the absorption spectrum is only possible with
increased laser powers. It remains to be investigated if this is applicable to
single molecule measurements in live cells.
Polarized PALM measurements
A biasing effect of polarized excitation in PALM measurements was shown.
To circumvent this bias circularly polarized light should be used. However,
generation of circular polarized light in TIRF measurements is not straight
forward [101]. A possible excitation scheme would involve two laser beams
positioned at two points in the backfocal plane of the microscope objective.
The z-component of the evanescent field would then have to be adjusted to
match the x- and y-components. To efficiently excite at least two polarization
components, it is sufficient to use either one circularly polarized excitation
beam or one linearly polarized excitation beam at 45◦ incident angle.
On the detection side the use of a high NA-objective leads to a mixing
of polarization components. This could be reduced by using a pinhole in the
Fourier plane of the microscope. A setup presented by Hohlbein et al. [61] can
be used to determine 3d orientations of single molecules. This scheme adds
another channel to the setup, where the rim beams are imaged. However,
this type of setup was so far only used in point measurements. Wide field
measurement have not been carried out yet.
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